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INTRODUCTION
This project argues for the interpretation of NASA’s historic space probes. Robotic space
exploration programs have permanently transformed humans’ understanding of Earth, but the
probes at the center of NASA’s first pioneering missions to deep space in the 1960s and 1970s
will never return to their origin. Today, the historical significance of these objects is embodied in
a network of resources that reflect triumphs of human curiosity, not just advancements in
technology. The widely unrecognized contributions that women and men made to the history of
“unmanned” space exploration reveal themselves on Earth through the enduring infrastructure
that humans built and the data that humans rendered in their pursuit to understand the Solar
System.
After a review of the existing literature on outer space preservation, I outline the
historical significance of space probes and establish interpretive themes designed to articulate the
perspective that probes help generate, the human ingenuity underlying the development and
operation of probes, and the impact of discoveries that robotic space exploration has enabled. I
argue that by relying on the data returned to Earth by space probes and by considering a
significant site at which these data were historically received, space probes can be meaningfully
interpreted for public audiences. The project concludes with a proposal for reinterpreting the
Pioneer Deep Space Station radio antenna site at Goldstone Deep Space Communications
Complex, based on analysis of current interpretations and effective case study methods.
Part I: Relevance to the preservation field
Definition of a space probe
A space probe is an unpiloted, unmanned device sent to explore space and gather
scientific information. A space probe is launched from Earth with a set of scientific
Ray 3

instruments and tools used to study the atmosphere and composition of space and other
planets, moons, or celestial bodies… Most probes transmit data from space by radio.1

Why should preservationists be involved in the interpretation of historic space probes?
Preservationists are needed to articulate the historical significance of space probes and of
the data that these probes recorded. Although professionals from other fields have worked to
engage audiences around NASA’s contemporary missions, or to educate the public in planetary
science through the findings of space exploration missions, or to celebrate important individuals
who worked on trailblazing projects at NASA, meaningful connections can be made between
these topics through the utilization of a place-based expression of historical context.
Preservationists are uniquely equipped to describe and represent the significance of places, and
in this case to articulate a perspective of the Solar System that draws from an understanding of
historic technology. Audiences should engage with the stories of scientists and the artifacts
associated with their work in a meaningful setting that contributes to an expression of the
historical context within which this collection of resources achieved significance. Expressing a
sense of place is important to this project, both on the scale of the Solar System and in terms of
the chosen setting for the proposed reinterpretation outlined in chapter 4.
What should public audiences take away from an interpretation of historic space probes?
Historic space probes returned significant amounts of data to Earth across millions of
miles, sometimes after traveling for decades in order to complete their scientific objectives. In
part, these data illustrate the vastness of the Solar System, the extent of which humans are unable
to comprehend from an inadequate vantage point on Earth, not to mention the limitations of

"Space Probes." National Geographic Society, 9 Nov. 2012. Web. 9 Feb. 2017.
< https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/space-probes/>.
1
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human sensing capabilities. Indeed, the scientific objectives of robotic missions prohibit the
involvement of human explorers such as astronauts, and instead data collection relies on
incredibly sensitive instruments and carefully programmed computer systems. Ultimately,
however, this process of data acquisition, transmission, and analysis is driven by human
participants, and a close look at the data recorded by historic space probes reveals the ways in
which human contributions shaped the development and results of robotic space exploration
missions. A successful interpretation of historic space probes should invite audiences to consider
the ways in which these human contributions can be read not only through photographs and
testimony from the people involved, but also through a deeper understanding of the questions
that they asked about outer space. This curiosity can be revealed to audiences through the data
that were collected and the infrastructure that was set up to receive and process the data.
Part II: Methodology
Literature review
This project began with outer space as its subject, and I have narrowed my focus in order
to develop researchable questions and arrive at a feasible scope for my work. I began with a
broad assessment of the literature on the preservation of objects and sites located in outer space,
and found that much of the existing scholarship and preservation activity is focused on the
application of traditional preservation tools, such as designation and listing, to historic
landscapes and artifacts associated with NASA’s manned missions, particularly those of the
Apollo program.2

See, for example, Spennemann, Dirk H., “The ethics of treading on Neil Armstrong’s footprints.” Space Policy 20
(2004): 279-290. For an application of the National Park Service framework to outer space preservation, see
Butowsky, Harry A., “Man in Space National Historic Landmark Theme Study.” National Park Service, Department
of the Interior, 1984.
2
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The work of Beth O’Leary has been instrumental in articulating and codifying the
historical significance of the Apollo lunar landing sites.3 Due in large part to O’Leary’s efforts in
cataloguing and describing the artifacts that NASA astronauts left behind on the Moon, three
individual states have listed 102 United States-owned objects located at Tranquility Base, the
Apollo 11 landing site where humans first walked on the Moon, on their State Registers of
Historic Places.4 More recently, the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera team at Arizona State
University has successfully mapped all of the Apollo landing sites and imaged them from lunar
orbit in stunningly high resolution.5 The United States Congress drafted a bill to designate the
entire set of objects left behind by astronauts from all six manned lunar landings, plus the rocket
stage left behind as a result of the aborted Apollo 13 mission, as the Apollo Lunar Landing Sites
National Historical Park.6 Beyond just the United States, others have called for World Heritage
Site designation of the Apollo 11 lunar landing site in particular, due to its significant
contributions to world history as the place where humans first walked on another celestial body.7
Looking past the physical artifacts with which the majority of outer space preservation efforts are

O’Leary has published extensively on the preservation of objects and sites located in outer space, primarily those
associated with the Apollo program. See Beth Laura O’Leary, “Space Heritage Protection,” in Encyclopedia of
Global Archaeology, ed. C. Smith, 6948-6955. New York: Springer, 2014. Also see Darrin, Ann Garrison and Beth
Laura O’Leary, eds., Handbook of Space Engineering, Archaeology, and Heritage. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 2009.
For a broader approach to the designation of objects and sites in outer space as well as their associated terrestrial
resources, see O’Leary, Beth Laura and P.J. Capelotti, eds., Archaeology and Heritage of the Human Movement into
Space. Switzerland: Springer International Publishing, 2015.
4 “Objects Associated with Tranquility Base.” Historic resource nomination form, The Resources Agency, State of
California Department of Parks and Recreation, 2009.
5 Wagner, R.V., D.M. Nelson, J.B. Plescia, M.S. Robinson, E.J. Speyerer, and E. Mazarico, “Coordinates of
anthropogenic features on the Moon.” Icarus 278 (2016): 1-12.
th
6 Apollo Lunar Landing Legacy Act, H.R. 2617, 113 Congress. (2013). International treaties prohibit individual
countries from claiming ownership of any part of the Moon itself, but artifacts located on the lunar surface remain
the property of the country that placed them there. For a brief legal summary and proposal for preserving the
lunar landing sites, see Hertzfeld, Henry R., and Scott N. Pace, “International Cooperation on Human Lunar
Heritage.” Science 342 (2013): 1049-1050.
7 Rogers, T.F., “Safeguarding Tranquility Base: Why the Earth’s Moon base should become a World Heritage Site.”
Space Policy 20 (2004): 5-6.
3
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concerned, Alice Gorman has made important contributions to understanding of outer space as a
cultural landscape as defined by UNESCO.8
Given the fact that objects and sites located in outer space associated with the Apollo
program have received considerable attention from preservationists using the traditional
preservation tools discussed above, I have chosen to focus my work on historic space probes.
The history of robotic space exploration continues to be important today, and is worthy of
preservation and interpretation. A substantial amount of material fabric associated with NASA’s
innovative robotic missions of the 1960s and 1970s still remains in outer space, but these historic
resources have received minimal attention from preservationists so far. Through a set of carefully
selected case studies, this project will articulate the historical significance of robotic spacecraft
and establish interpretive themes that highlight their continued relevance to people on Earth,
utilizing interpretation as an effective preservation tool.
During my case study selection process, I researched the history of NASA’s major
robotic programs and missions, down to the level of the individual spacecraft. I also investigated
NASA’s internal historic preservation—or “cultural resource management,” to use NASA’s
term—practices, in order to better understand how the agency records and presents its own
history. NASA and other United States government publications contain valuable technical
information as well as reflections from the scientists and engineers involved with historic
missions.9 Independent scholarship also provides a broader cultural context that is often absent

Gorman, Alice, “The cultural landscape of interplanetary space.” Journal of Social Archaeology 5 n. 1 (2005): 85107.
9 See Hartmann, William K., and Odell Raper. The New Mars: The Discoveries of Mariner 9. Washington, D.C.:
Scientific and Technical Information Office, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1974; and Fimmel,
Richard O., James Van Allen, and Eric Burgess. Pioneer: First to Jupiter, Saturn, and beyond. Washington, D.C.:
Scientific and Technical Information Office, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1980.
8
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from NASA’s internal records.10 Several comprehensive texts published by NASA and other
entities also give an overview of the technological aspects of spaceflight for a more general
audience.11 It is important for interpreters to have an understanding of how robotic outer space
missions are organized and successfully completed, and to be aware of the various components
and scientific instruments that make up the highly sophisticated spacecraft utilized in these
missions.
NASA’s internal preservation efforts also tend to emphasize the significance of manned
spaceflight. Within the past decade, NASA commissioned two extensive surveys of historic
resources associated with the space shuttle program.12 In 2011, NASA prepared its
“Recommendations to Space-Faring Entities” in an attempt to mitigate interference with the
historic Apollo landing sites, prompted in part by the announcement of the Google Lunar X
prize, which offers a bonus award to any successful private team that is able to visit a historic
site on the Moon with a robotic rover.13
Also important to NASA’s internal preservation efforts, the NASA Art Program was
established in 1962.14 The NASA Art Program commissioned artists to create work that
documented and reflected on the agency’s groundbreaking achievements in space exploration as
they were happening, and many artists were given unprecedented access to historic rocket
See, for example, Pyne, Stephen J. Voyager: Seeking Newer Worlds in the Third Great Age of Discovery. New
York: Viking, 2010.
11 For an extended technical overview of the hardware and systems commonly used on robotic spacecraft, see
Erickson, Lance K. Space Flight: History, Technology, and Operations. Lanham, MD: Government Institutes, 2010.
Also see Uhlig, Thomas, Florian Sellmaier, and Michael Schmidhuber, eds. Spacecraft Operations. Vienna: Springer,
2015.
12 See “Evaluation of Historic Resources Associated with the Space Shuttle Program at NASA Ames Research
Center.” NASA Headquarters, 2007; and “NASA-Wide Survey and Evaluation of Historic Facilities in the Context of
the U.S. Space Shuttle Program: Roll-up Report.” Prepared by Archaeological Consultants, Inc., 2008.
13 “NASA’s Recommendations to Space-Faring Entities: How to Protect and Preserve the Historic and Scientific
Value of U.S. Government Lunar Artifacts.” NASA, 2011.
14 See Kerrod, Robin. NASA, Visions of Space: Capturing the History of NASA. Philadelphia: Courage, 1990.
10
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launches and to the astronauts themselves. Anne Collins Goodyear, in her essay on the political
implications of the NASA Art Program, argues that “the patronage of art promised to serve the
space program by shaping public perceptions of it and thus promoting the agency in the eyes of
Congress and the public. By investing in art, which promised to outlast the ephemeral benefits of
media coverage, NASA hoped to reap benefits that might last for many generations.”15 Much of
the artwork commissioned by NASA, especially during the early years of the program, took the
Moon and the astronauts of the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs as its subjects, although
many later works also address NASA’s missions to increasingly farther destinations within the
Solar System and beyond.16
Outer space exploration is an intriguing subject for many artists, whether commissioned
by NASA or not.17 And even beyond the art community, the first images of the Earth returned
from orbit, including the now famous “Earthrise” and “Whole Earth” photographs of the early
1970s, instantly captivated people across the world and continue to do so.18 Photography and
imaging are key concerns of this project, particularly images of other planets that are returned to
Earth by robotic space probes. In his book Abandoned in Place: Preserving America’s Space
History, Roland Miller demonstrated the power of photography as a preservation tool, which he
applied to the abandoned and deteriorating structures on Earth that were used to develop and
launch NASA’s historic spacecraft.19

Goodyear, Anne Collins, “NASA and the Political Economy of Art, 1962—1974” in The Political Economy of Art:
Making the Nation of Culture, ed. Julie F. Codell, 191-204. Madison, NJ: Farleigh Dickinson University Press, 2008.
16 Many of the diverse works commissioned by the NASA Art Program appear in Dean, James D., and Bertram
Ulrich, eds., NASA/Art: 50 Years of Exploration. New York: Abrams, 2008.
17 For a definition and several notable examples of space art, see Malina, Roger F., “In Defense of Space Art: The
role of the artist in space exploration.” International Astronomical Union Colloquium No. 112, (1991): 145-152.
18 Maher, Neil, “On shooting the moon.” Environmental History 9 (2004): 526-531.
19 Miller, Roland. Abandoned in Place: Preserving America's Space History. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2016.
15
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A small body of research exists on the changing public perception of outer space. The
audience is an essential component of any interpretation, and understanding the audience is
necessary in developing interpretive themes and content (see chapter 2). Howard McCurdy’s
book Space and the American Imagination helps establish the broader cultural impact that outer
space exploration has had on Earth, however like much of the existing scholarship on this
subject, McCurdy’s book contains little discussion of the impact that robotic spacecraft in
particular have made on the public consciousness.20
Roger D. Launius, a former NASA Chief Historian who has long been affiliated with the
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, has written about NASA from a historiographical
perspective that is important to consider in this project.21 As a NASA insider, Launius has also
published valuable reflections on milestones in the history of outer space exploration, including
the 50th anniversary in 2007 of the launch of Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite launched into
Earth orbit.22 Former NASA Chief Historian Steven J. Dick published a short paper explaining a
series of research initiatives and conferences undertaken by the NASA History Division on the
“societal impact of spaceflight,” but the impact of “particularly image-rich data such as that
produced from the Hubble Space Telescope” is given only a brief mention.23 Preservationists
should participate in interdisciplinary professional gatherings such as those described by Steven
J. Dick in order to better understand how preservation tools can be applied to NASA’s existing
framework for recording and interpreting its own history.

McCurdy, Howard E., Space and the American Imagination. Washington, D.C.: The Smithsonian Institution, 1997.
Launius, Roger D., “NASA History and the Challenge of Keeping the Contemporary Past.” The Public Historian 1 n.
3 (1999): 63-81.
22 Launius, Roger D., “A significant moment for the space age.” Space Policy 23 (2007): 141-143.
23 Dick, Steven J., “Assessing the impact of space on society.” Space Policy 23 (2007): 29-32.
20
21
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In his seminal essay on heritage interpretation, Freeman Tilden states that “the chief aim
of Interpretation is not instruction, but provocation.24 This principle is essential to my
understanding of what is involved in a successful interpretation. From here, I have attempted to
draw upon lines of thinking from other preservation scholars and practitioners as I establish the
theoretical framework for developing my own reinterpretation of NASA’s historic space probes.
Outer space is fascinating in many ways, but preservationists need to understand what outer
space means to public audiences who actively seek out interpreted experiences addressing the
history of outer space exploration.
Interpreters need to plan for audiences who may construct meaning around historic
resources in different ways. Tainter and Lucas make an important argument about the concept of
historical significance:
If meaning is assigned rather than fixed to inherent properties, then it is subject to
variation between individuals, and to change through time. Here, as we shall see, lies the
flaw in the significance concept. We cannot speak of significance as an inherent attribute
of cultural properties, waiting only to be discerned… Significance, rather, is a quality that
we assign to a cultural resource based on the theoretical framework within which we
happen to be thinking.25
This understanding of significance is especially applicable to the data recorded by robotic
spacecraft. Humans’ relationship with and understanding of these data is subject to change over
time, as they are considered alongside new information acquired by increasingly advanced
technology. Thus, it is essential for interpreters to use these historic data to help illustrate the

Tilden, Freeman, “Principles of Interpretation” in Interpreting Our Heritage, 3-11. Chapel Hill, NC: University of
North Carolina Press, 1967, 9.
25 Tainter, Joseph A. and G. John Lucas, “Epistemology of the Significance Concept.” American Antiquity 48 n. 4
(1983): 714.
24
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public’s constantly developing awareness of Earth’s place in the Solar System and of the means
by which humans have expanded this awareness.26
Extensive research exists on how audiences construct meaning at interpreted sites.27 In
particular, Gaynor Bagnall and Laurajane Smith have written about the role of performance at
heritage sites, and about how audiences perform meaning and create personal associations by
drawing upon personal experiences.28 Bagnall argues that “the relationship between visitors and
the sites is based as much on emotion and imagination as it is on cognition.”29 According to
traditional frameworks, a complete understanding of robotic space probes is undermined by the
absence of the authentic object, but this challenge can be overcome through thoughtful appeals to
audiences’ emotion and imagination, as Bagnall notes.
Another main feature of my interpretive proposal is the development of strong and
provocative narratives based on themes that reflect simultaneously the historical significance and
the continued relatability of robotic spacecraft. As Smith explains:
The idea of performativity of heritage helps to challenge the idea of the passivity of
heritage audiences, and allows a theorization of those audiences as active agents in the
mediation of the meanings of heritage. In turn, this must make conceptual space for the
recognition of the multiplicity of meaning that any aspect of tangible or intangible
For two important texts on how heritage is created through an active and evolving process, with case studies
drawn primarily from the UK and Europe, see Hobsbawm, E. J., and T. Ranger O., eds. The Invention of Tradition.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983; and Brett, David. The Construction of Heritage. Cork, Ireland: Cork
University Press, 1996.
27 For a discussion of “numen-seeking,” a phenomenon through which visitors seek to connect with the spirit of a
past people or time, see Cameron, Catherine M. and John B. Gatewood, “Seeking Numinous Experiences in the
Unremembered Past.” Ethnology 42 n. 1 (2003): 55-71. For a more traditional commentary on audience
participation in the contemporary museum, see Simon, Nina, “Principles of Participation” in Reinventing the
Museum: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on the Paradigm Shift, ed. Gail Anderson, 212-232. Walnut
Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, 2012.
28 For a useful discussion of the ways in which performance and historic significance intersect at heritage sites, see
Bagnall, Gaynor, “Performance and performativity at heritage sites.” Museum and Society 1 n. 2 (2003): 87-103.
Also see Smith, Laurajane. "Heritage as Performance" in Uses of Heritage. London: Routledge, 2006. 66-74.
29 Bagnall, Gaynor, “Performance and performativity at heritage sites.” Museum and Society 1 n. 2 (2003): 87.
26
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heritage inevitably must have. It also must make problematic the idea of space and place,
particularly with respect to how these are physically and emotionally encountered.30

Smith rightfully points out that interpretive interventions must account for diverse levels of
audience relatability. And as other practitioners have demonstrated, audiences can be reached by
interpreters through a variety of methods and often digitally.31 I argue that it is necessary to
explore nontraditional means of storytelling to emphasize the complicated role of historic space
probes as data collectors managed by human designers and operators.
Due to the emphasis on manned spaceflight in the existing literature on outer space
preservation, the relatively few articles that discuss the unique qualities of robotic outer space
missions in a historical and cultural context have provided important direction for this project.32
Frank White’s Overview Effect is a key text about the contributions that space exploration has
made to the broadening of humans’ perception of Earth’s place in the Solar System. Although
the “Overview Effect” is largely described as a phenomenon experienced by astronauts who have
had the opportunity to view Earth from outer space, White also states that “…the technological
analogue of that insight is being extended by astronomers working to lift our observation tools
into space” through the use of probes.33 Interpreting the data returned by robotic spacecraft from
across the Solar System can shed new light on the ways in which humans understand Earth in a
Smith, Laurajane "Heritage as Performance" in Uses of Heritage. London: Routledge, 2006, 74.
Several authors have analyzed the role of digital interpretive content in the contemporary, evolving museum
setting. For a discussion of digital collections, see MacArthur, Matthew, “Get Real! The Role of Objects in the
Digital Age” in Letting Go? Sharing Historical Authority in a User-Generated World, Bill Adair, Benjamin Filene and
Laura Koloski, eds., 56-67. Philadelphia: Pew Center for Arts & Heritage, 2011. For commentary on the role of
social media and interactive websites in the cultivation of virtual audiences, see Lindsay, Anne, “#VirtualTourist:
Embracing Our Audience through Public History Web Experience.” The Public Historian 35 n. 1 (2013): 67-86. For a
series of case studies examining how digitally-based methods have impacted current interpretations, see “Section
II: Design and Technique in the Realization of Interpretive Programs,” in Past Meets Present: Essays about Historic
Interpretation and Public Audiences, ed. Jo Blatti. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1987.
32 For a useful early history of interplanetary spaceflight, see Gallentine, Jay. Ambassadors from Earth: Pioneering
Explorations with Unmanned Spacecraft. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2009.
33 White, Frank. The Overview Effect: Space Exploration and Human Evolution. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987, 66.
30
31
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broader context. Within the body of literature on robotic space exploration, many discussions
weigh the pros and cons of “unmanned” versus “manned” spaceflight. Several important
scientists and former NASA personnel have added to the debate, including James Van Allen.34
But these discussions are generally limited to mission operations, cost, safety, and other
logistical aspects of space exploration.35
The work of Dirk Spennemann is unique in its combination of preservation theory and an
ethical and philosophical analysis of robotic space exploration. Spennemann’s provocative
article, “On the Cultural Heritage of Robots,” explores important questions about the
management of outer space heritage that could be created in the future by unprecedented agents:
robots possessing artificial intelligence. Spennemann references the limitations of the “current,
solely human-derived heritage environment” within which practitioners are working.36 By
pushing the boundaries of what should be considered significant, and by whom, Spennemann’s
work frames a useful dialogue around new interpretations of historic space probes.
Case study selection
I created a spreadsheet to aggregate information about NASA’s major robotic space
exploration missions from 1958-1978, beginning with Explorer 1 and ending with Pioneer 13,
the last probe in the Pioneer program. The spreadsheet covers nine programs and includes fiftyseven different spacecraft. I collected information including launch dates, the scientific
objectives of each spacecraft, current mission status, current location, current degree of contact
Van Allen, James A., “Is Human Spaceflight Obsolete?” Issues in Science and Technology 20 n. 4 (2004): 38–40.
For two interesting reflections on the role of human spaceflight in a future potentially dominated by robotic
space exploration technology, see Park, Robert, “The Virtual Astronaut.” The New Atlantis 4 (2004): 90–93; and
Arnould, Jacques, and Andre Debus, “Might astronauts one day be treated like return samples?” Advances in Space
Research 42 n. 6 (2008): 1103-1107.
36 Spennemann, Dirk H., “On the Cultural Heritage of Robots.” International Journal of Heritage Studies 13 n. 1
(2007): 4-21.
34
35
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with the spacecraft, spacecraft type, manufacturer, physical properties including dimensions and
weight, scientific instrument payload, launch vehicle, and launch site. With this information
gathered into a format that is readily comparable, I concluded that the Pioneer program, as an
intermediary between the Explorer and Voyager programs, can effectively represent robotic
space probes as a type of historic resource in general and provide a compelling starting point
from which to reinterpret them. However, an expression of Pioneer’s historical context does
depend on resources associated with its predecessor and successor programs, and with this in
mind the proposal for reinterpretation outlined in chapter 4 is meant to familiarize visitors with
historic space probes as a type of historic resource with broadly applicable significance and
relatability. The site of the Pioneer Deep Space Station radio antenna will emerge as a
meaningful setting for reinterpreting historic space probes.
Terminology
This project deals closely with the distinction between spacecraft that are directly steered
in real time by an onboard human pilot and robotic probes that are controlled remotely through
the transmission of radio signals, often with a substantial delay. According to NASA’s current
Style Guide for NASA History Authors and Editors: “All references referring to the space
program should be non-gender specific (e.g. human, piloted, un-piloted, robotic).”37 NASA is
inconsistent in its own published use of the terms manned, unmanned, piloted, and unpiloted. For
this project, I use the term robotic to refer to spacecraft that are not directly steered in real time
by an onboard human pilot. Because the early history of NASA’s human space program was
dominated by men and male astronauts, I place the term “manned” spaceflight in quotations to

"Style Guide for NASA History Authors and Editors." NASA, n.d. Web. 9 Apr. 2017.
<https://history.nasa.gov/styleguide.html>.
37
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indicate that the term is no longer applicable but is relevant in discussing historical contexts
within which the term was widely used.
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CHAPTER 1
Historical context
The interpretation of historic space probes has received little attention from
preservationists. While public attention around outer space exploration has focused on the heroic
astronaut orbiting Earth or landing on the Moon, interpreting historic space probes presents an
opportunity to consider and share with the public the historical significance of robotic
exploratory flights to the relatively unknown outer Solar System. NASA’s historic missions to
Jupiter, Saturn, and beyond yielded the first data ever recorded during close-range encounters
with planets that previously could only have been studied using insufficient Earth-based
telescopes. While the manned lunar missions of the Apollo program typically lasted only several
days, with communication between Earth and the Moon often possible in real time, the first
interplanetary missions often spanned years and faced extraordinary challenges in spacecraft
guidance and communication across millions of uncharted miles. Data collection relied on
skilled engineers and operators who could manage incredibly sensitive instruments and carefully
programmed computer systems.
The data recorded during the historic Pioneer and Voyager programs in particular
represent significant achievements in mission design, spacecraft telemetry and command
processing, and data relay. Due to the distance of travel required, radiation levels in the outer
Solar System, and other factors unknown before first arrival, these missions illustrate the
essential contributions that robotic space probes have made to the history of planetary science.
The instruments used throughout NASA’s deep space missions of the 1960s and 1970s generated
images and scientific data unparalleled in their detail by previous Earth-based observation,
demonstrating the necessity of traveling far beyond Earth to better understand the Solar System.
Ray 17

However, the historic radio transmissions of images and scientific data made by robotic
probes from the outer planets also left a physical record on Earth in the form of hand-plotted
graph paper, stacks of computer punch cards, reels of magnetic tape, and sheets of printed binary
code that can be understood as an extension of the probes themselves. The physical output of the
observations made by historic space probes far away from Earth remains largely unconsidered
outside of the scientific community. And as discussed in chapter 4, the physical site of the
Pioneer Deep Space Station antenna stands as a vital manifestation on Earth of humans’ search
for information in outer space.
Since the Soviet Union launched the first artificial satellite in 1957, public awareness of
outer space exploration outside of the scientific community has been evident in art,
entertainment, media coverage, and popular culture as a whole. Through the images and other
data that they sent back, historic space probes revealed new information about places where
humans had never been and otherwise had no means of experiencing. The information recorded
by these spacecraft provides an essential context for refining an understanding of Earth’s
position in the profound medium of a constantly expanding and accelerating universe.
But the information recorded in outer space by probes is not widely comprehended, and
much of the data requires the attention of expert scientists to discern. Until the Mariner program
returned the first images of Mars, for example, speculation over inconclusive observations of
Martian surface features led to the popular opinion that the relatively nearby planet was Earthlike and possibly home to an advanced civilization.38 Without robotic space probes, humans
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would fail to fully recognize Earth’s unique situation and be far less equipped to both ask and
answer questions about how Earth fits into the Solar System.
Thus, it is essential for preservationists to interpret historic space probes in a manner that
communicates their significance to a wide audience beyond just the experts who operate the
probes and utilize the data that they gather. Treating the recorded and transmitted data as an
extension of the space probes themselves is an effective strategy for increasing their relatability
and revealing the full extent of their historical significance. Preservationists should develop
narratives and interpretive themes that accurately and candidly reflect how space probes are used
by humans to locate Earth within a much larger Solar System, how probes exist as highly
specialized instruments designed to answer specific questions posed by their operators, and how
the data that probes record and transmit are calibrated by human analysts.
Interpreting historic space probes requires the engagement of audiences around historic
resources that are often not easy to relate to, conceptually and spatially. After all, the historic
space probes of the Pioneer and Voyager programs have been travelling away from Earth at tens
of thousands of miles per hour nonstop for over forty years, carrying advanced instruments that
perform complicated tasks. Interpreters need to seek a balance between creating meaningful
experiences for audiences and communicating the historical significance of resources on public
display. Ultimately, interpreting historic space probes can contribute a framework for
approaching the interpretation of other inaccessible and fragmented objects and sites.
Early history of robotic spaceflight in the United States
The historical significance of NASA’s early robotic space exploration programs is
defined by the contributions that human participants made in overcoming unprecedented
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obstacles. Through these early programs, NASA scientists and engineers demonstrated their
ability to not only launch satellites into Earth orbit and make observations, but also to record and
transmit the data from these observations back to Earth. The history of robotic planetary space
exploration in the United States began with the launch of the Explorer 1 space probe on February
1, 1958 (see figure 1). Four months earlier, the Soviet Union had already scored the first victory
in the early Cold War “Space Race” with the launch of Sputnik 1, the first artificial Earth
satellite, on October 4, 1957. However, unlike Explorer 1, Sputnik 1 carried no scientific
instruments. Explorer 1’s mission characterized the behavior of charged particles originating
from the solar wind that are held by Earth’s magnetic field; the scientific instrument payload
aboard Explorer 1 included temperature sensors, micrometeoroid detectors, and most important,
an instrument for measuring cosmic radiation designed by Dr. James Van Allen of the University
of Iowa (see figure 2).39 A simple radio transmitter was used to relay data back to Earth. This
cosmic radiation research built on Van Allen’s previous work with sub-orbital sounding rockets,
and provided an opportunity for Van Allen to collect data at previously unreachable altitudes.
Data collected above the Earth’s atmosphere for the first time during the brief Explorer 1 mission
led to the discovery of what would later be named the Van Allen radiation belts.
The Explorer series of probes enabled important discoveries in planetary science, and the
development and operation of these probes paved the way for rapid growth in robotic space
exploration in the United States. The early work of Van Allen and his graduate students, staff,
and volunteers at the University of Iowa, in conjunction with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
in Pasadena, California, made an immeasurable contribution to space probe design and data relay
techniques. Explorer 3, for example, was the first orbiting spacecraft to store data onboard for
Dunbar, Brian. "Stories of Missions Past: Early Explorers." NASA. NASA, 26 Oct. 2011. Web. 4 Jan. 2017.
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Figure 1 James Van Allen, Wernher von Braun, and William Pickering present Explorer 1 to the media in 1958
(NASA).

Figure 2 Engineering model of Explorer 1 (NASA).
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later transmission. Launched on March 26, 1958, Explorer 3 stored data using a compact
magnetic tape recorder built by doctoral student George Ludwig; the use of the tape recorder
meant that for the first time, data would not be lost when the orbiting spacecraft was temporarily
out of range of the receiving antennas on Earth (see figure 3).40 After being recorded and
transmitted, the raw data needed to be processed, or “reduced,” on Earth before analysis could
begin. During the early days of the Explorer program, data reduction volunteers and student
workers at the University of Iowa helped plot hundreds of thousands of data points by hand in
preparation for analysis (see figure 4).41
Despite the important discoveries that were being made in planetary science at the time,
American politicians and the general public were unsettled by a growing perception that the
United States was falling behind the Soviet Union in the Space Race. Senator Henry Jackson
from Washington described the successful launch of Sputnik 1 as a “devastating blow” amid a
“week of shame and danger,” and Senator Syles Bridges from New Hampshire declared that
Americans should be “prepared to shed blood, sweat, and tears if this country and the free world
are to survive.”42 The ensuing panic influenced the direction that the entire United States space
program would take. In a memorandum to Vice President Johnson dated April 20, 1961,
President Kennedy asked:
1. Do we have a chance of beating the Soviets by putting a laboratory in space, or by a
trip around the moon, or by a rocket to land on the moon, or by a rocket to go to the
moon and back with a man. Is there any other space program which promises dramatic
results in which we could win? 2. How much additional would it cost? 3. Are we working
24 hours a day on existing programs. If not, why not? If not, will you make
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Figure 3 George Ludwig’s compact magnetic tape recorder for Explorer 3 (University of Iowa).

Figure 4 Data reduction volunteers at the University of Iowa (University of Iowa).
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recommendations to me as to how work can be speeded up.43
The wide range of mission options suggested by President Kennedy indicates how during the
Cold War Space Race, “beating the Soviets” clearly took precedence over exploring outer space.
Ultimately, the strategic purpose of NASA’s robotic space exploration programs shifted away
from collecting data in outer space and towards supporting a manned lunar landing. In a May 25,
1961 speech to a joint session of Congress, President Kennedy’s message was clear:
We propose additional funds for other engine development and for unmanned
explorations—explorations which are particularly important for one purpose which this
nation will never overlook: the survival of the man who first makes this daring flight.44
Immediately after Kennedy’s speech, NASA’s robotic Ranger and Surveyor programs were
repurposed to support the Apollo program, and sites for imaging on the Moon using lunar probes
were selected on the basis of their potential for future manned landing sites.45 With the
groundbreaking Apollo 11 lunar landing on July 20, 1969, the United States made a conclusive
statement of victory in the Cold War Space Race. On top of this, the Soviet Union faced several
setbacks in early attempts to explore Mars, while the United States was building on the success
of the Explorer program to begin sending robotic probes to other planets for the first time.
Mariner
The success of the Mariner probes became a definitive point in the Cold War Space Race,
and represents historically significant achievements in the collection of data at the inner planets.
The Mariner program, through its historic missions to Venus and Mars, marked a crucial turning
John F. Kennedy, Memorandum to Vice President, April 20, 1961, Presidential files, John F. Kennedy Presidential
Library, Boston, Massachusetts. Web.
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point in the development of United States space probes and laid the foundation for NASA’s later
exploration of the outer planets beginning in the early 1970s. Launched on August 27, 1962, the
Mariner 2 probe completed a flyby of Venus in December of that year, becoming the first
spacecraft to survive a planetary encounter. The mission was relatively simple, with the onboard
computer only able to receive twelve different commands.46 Mariner 2 flew within 22,000 miles
of Venus, a distance shorter than one third of the planet’s diameter, and recorded data for fortytwo minutes (see figure 5).47 Two years later, Mariner 4 completed the first successful flyby of
Mars, sending back the first images of another planet recorded from interplanetary space. Each
image that Mariner 4 recorded comprised a maximum of only 200-by-200 pixels and was
transmitted first to the DSN antennas in Woomera, Australia at just over 8 bits per second.48
These images arrived as bit sequences that required sophisticated computers to process before
they could be studied. But due to the relatively small size of the images, members of JPL’s
telecommunications team were able to render the first image returned from Mars by hand. Too
excited to wait for the computer-processed images, after a “real-time data translator” machine
printed the numerical brightness data onto strips of paper JPL employees mounted the strips onto
a board and colored over the numbers with crayons to complete the image (see figure 6).49
Inventive efforts such as this reveal the important balance that is struck between the methodical
pursuit of raw data and the uniquely human enthusiasm for answering questions about the Solar
System.
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Figure 5 Display of data returned by Mariner 2 in 1963 (NASA/JPL).

Figure 6 Hand-rendered image of Mars returned by Mariner 4 in 1964 (NASA/JPL).
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As the successful missions to Venus and Mars were beginning to change perceptions of
the Solar System both within the scientific community and among the general public, missions to
the outer Solar System were already in the planning stages at NASA. While planetary scientists
were enthusiastic about exploring the planets beyond Mars, they had to overcome many
obstacles during a historic period of innovation that sent the first robotic probes to Jupiter and
beyond.
Pioneer
The Pioneer program revolutionized robotic space exploration and the entire field of
planetary science. NASA’s exploratory missions to the outer Solar System in the early 1970s
provided the first opportunities for imaging the outer planets at close range and collecting other
scientific data. After establishing a proven record of success with the solar probes Pioneer 6
through 9 under the direction of project manager Charles Hall, NASA’s Ames Research Center
at Moffett Field, California was tasked with developing additional Pioneer probes that could
complete the first missions to Jupiter and eventually Saturn.50 Also of note, the earlier Pioneer 3
and 4 lunar probes were the first spacecraft to be tracked using the eponymous Pioneer radio
antenna at Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex that would later constitute the first
site in the global Deep Space Network. Charles Hall quickly earned a reputation for pursuing
scientific results first and foremost.51 The planetary science team at JPL was eager to learn from
the Pioneer 10 and 11 missions to Jupiter, as plans were already underway for what would
become the Voyager missions later that decade. JPL engineers even requested that the two
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Pioneer missions to Jupiter test out the newly discovered gravity-assisted flight trajectories that
were under consideration for the Voyager missions.52
Launched on March 2, 1972, Pioneer 10 became at the time the fastest human-made
object to leave Earth, traveling at over 32,000 miles per hour, and the probe crossed Mars orbit
just twelve weeks after launch.53 The launch of Pioneer 10 also marked the first use of the AtlasCentaur launch vehicle with a third stage rocket, which was necessary to give the probe enough
velocity to reach Jupiter, as well as to provide the slight axial spin that is necessary for the probe
to remain attitude-stable along its trajectory into deep space.54
Pioneer 10 weighed 570 pounds at launch, and the probe is organized around a hexagonal
frame or “bus” that contains its propellant, computers, guidance and communications systems,
and eleven scientific instruments; three extended booms hold the probe’s magnetometer and
power sources (see figure 7).55 Pioneer’s scientific instruments include a magnetometer, plasma
analyzer, cosmic ray detector, Geiger tube telescope, radiation detector, meteoroid detectors,
asteroid detector, radiometer, photometer, and photopolarimeter.56 It is important to note that
imaging was not a primary goal of the Pioneer 10 and 11 missions, and that only the later
Voyager imaging system was specifically designed to capture high quality images. Four
radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs) provided Pioneer 10 with a total of 155 watts of
electrical power at launch, and six hydrazine thrusters allowed for adjustments to be made to the
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Figure 7 Diagram of Pioneer 10 (NASA).
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probe’s velocity, attitude, and spin rate of typically five rotations per minute.57 Pioneer 10
measures nine-and-a-half feet across its farthest ends, and includes a high gain parabolic antenna
nine feet in diameter that also establishes the axis for spin-stabilization.58
Pioneer 10 reached Jupiter in December 1973. During its journey, the probe recorded
important information about the asteroid belt and Jupiter’s radiation levels that would become
essential in the development of all future deep space exploration missions to Jupiter and beyond,
most immediately those of Voyager 1 and 2.59 Before the historic flight of Pioneer 10, little was
known about how hazardous the asteroid belt might be for a spacecraft passing through the
debris field, or about exactly how much radiation is present in the environment surrounding
Jupiter.
During its encounter with Jupiter, with the closest approach of 81,000 miles (a distance
shorter than the diameter of Jupiter) made incredibly within just one minute of the scheduled
time after a two year flight, Pioneer 10 observed Jupiter’s radiation belts, magnetic field,
atmosphere, and other features that could not be accurately measured from Earth.60 By safely
reaching Jupiter, Pioneer 10’s operators proved that the asteroid belt could be navigated safely,
and revealed that Jupiter’s radiation environment was even more intense than expected. As a
result, the later Voyager space probes were built using radiation-hardened parts, and included
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additional protective covering in order to shield the sensitive scientific instruments from Jupiter’s
harsh radiation.61
After the success of the first Jupiter encounter, the Pioneer team at NASA Ames prepared
for the next historic milestone. After a six-year flight, Pioneer 11, launched on April 4, 1973,
became the first spacecraft to visit Saturn in September 1979. Pioneer 11’s launch vehicle and
scientific instrument payload are almost identical to those of Pioneer 10. After Pioneer 10’s
encounter with Jupiter was successful, Pioneer 11 was reprogrammed mid-flight to utilize a
gravity assist at Jupiter to increase its velocity and continue on to Saturn.62 Pioneer 11 flew by
Jupiter in December 1974, adding to the data returned by Pioneer 10, and then flew to within
13,000 miles (a distance shorter than one fifth of the planet’s diameter) of Saturn five years later,
recording the first close range images of the planet and its enigmatic moon Titan, as well as
discovering two small moons and an additional ring.63
Aside from their historic planetary encounters, both the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes were
involved in the detection of an unusual spaceflight phenomenon that has since become known as
the “Pioneer anomaly.”64 Doppler data from both probes suggested a slight, unexpected
deceleration during their flights across the Solar System, and after further research, it was proven
that barely detectable levels of heat from the probes’ own power sources and scientific
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instruments were exerting enough force to cause the probes to decelerate.65 In 2009, JPL
engineer Slava Turyshev was able to prove the source of the anomaly due in part to an
exhaustive search through original raw data stored in various formats during the Pioneer 10 and
11 missions. Turyshev and his team sorted through computer punch cards, magnetic tapes, and
digitized files of unpredictable quality in order to put together just over forty-three gigabytes of
useable data from archival sources, including a box of original tapes indiscriminately stored
behind a stairwell at JPL.66 Amazingly, decades-old information stored on Earth was used by
scientists to explain behavior exhibited by the Pioneer probes millions of miles away.
Pioneer 10 was tracked through 1998, and radio contact with the probe was officially lost
in 2003. However, both Pioneer 10 and 11 permanently carry a message of their own in the form
of a six-by-nine-inch gold anodized plaque attached to each probe’s antenna support struts. The
plaque was designed by Carl Sagan of the Cornell University Laboratory of Planetary Studies,
Frank Drake of the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center at Cornell, and artist Linda
Salzman Sagan. The plaque features etchings of a nude man and woman represented to scale
next to a silhouette of Pioneer’s antenna, as well as the location of the Sun relative to fourteen
pulsars and to the center of the Milky Way galaxy, and a schematic representation of the probe’s
flight trajectory to Jupiter with its antenna pointing back towards Earth (see figure 8).67 The
numerical information on the plaque is expressed using the composition of a hydrogen atom as a
universal reference unit for any technologically-capable extraterrestrials who may recover the
probes and attempt to decode their messages.68 Including the plaques aboard Pioneer 10 and 11
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allowed scientists involved with the project to acknowledge that the probes were truly exploring
the unknown and could one day be intercepted by unfamiliar forms of life with their own
questions about the universe. In fact, the Voyager 1 and 2 probes would eventually surpass the
Pioneers in their total distance from Earth carrying their own unique message.
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Figure 8 Pioneer 10/11 plaque (NASA/JPL).
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Voyager
Building on the success of the Pioneer program at Jupiter and Saturn, the historic
Voyager program is significant for furthering previous research on the outer planets and for
forging a path for future robotic missions to the outer Solar System and beyond. Both Voyager 1
and 2 relied on a rare planetary alignment occurring only once every 175 years that allowed the
probes to utilize successive gravity assists during flybys of the outer planets. Due to the resulting
increase in the probes’ velocity, JPL engineers were able to calculate a trajectory that reduced
Voyager 2’s flight time to Neptune, for example, from thirty years to twelve.69 The opportune
launch window that happened to occur in the late 1970s was discovered by JPL engineer Gary
Flandro during the summer of 1965, when Flandro was still finishing his PhD at Caltech;
Flandro’s historic discovery, at first plotted on two modest eleven-by-seventeen-inch sheets of
taped-together graph paper, would go on to enable the success of the entire Voyager program.70
By 1968, JPL had initiated the Thermo-Electric Outer Planet Spacecraft research
program, internally known as TOPS, to begin preparations for one or more deep space missions;
at the time, many logistical questions still remained unanswered.71 Ultimately, due to
competition for funding with the emerging Space Shuttle program at the end of 1971, a proposed
two-probe mission to complete a “Grand Tour” of the outer planets estimated to cost $750
million instead received an initial budget of only $250 million.72 The simplified probes were
expected to more closely resemble the earlier, reliable Mariner probes, and would target Jupiter
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and Saturn only, although the mission could be extended to include Uranus and Neptune at a
later date—and eventually this extension was granted.73
Despite the budget cuts and initial mission constraints, the Voyager probes still greatly
exceeded the Pioneers in complexity and cost. NASA estimates the entire Voyager program
through the Voyager 2 Neptune encounter in 1989 to have cost approximately $865 million
(compare this with the Pioneer program’s $350 million cost at the end of mission operations in
1997).74 At great expense, the Voyager probes made revolutionary discoveries, and provided the
first data ever returned from Uranus and Neptune. In total, over five trillion bits of scientific data
were relayed to Earth by the Voyager probes by the conclusion of the Neptune encounter.75
Through the currently active Voyager Interstellar Mission, both Voyager 1 and 2 will continue to
explore the boundaries of the Solar System, observing the solar wind and the material
composition of interstellar space.76
Each Voyager space probe weighed 1,820 pounds—over three times the weight of the
Pioneer probes—at launch, comprises over 65,000 individual parts, and runs on 400 watts of
power provided by three RTGs—much more than the Pioneers’ maximum power of 155 watts
from four RTGs—that extend from the probe on elongated booms.77 The probes’ science
payloads, consisting of eleven separate instruments, are identical to each other and contributed
232 pounds to each probe’s total weight; instruments include cosmic ray detectors, narrow- and
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wide-angle cameras, ultraviolet and infrared spectrometers, a photopolarimeter, and two
magnetometers (see figure 9).78 The Voyagers’ high gain antenna is twelve feet in diameter, and
measured from the lengths of their booms, the probes each span fifty-seven feet in width.79 The
Voyagers were built around a hexagonal bus, like Pioneers 10 and 11, which houses many of the
scientific instruments as well as sixteen hydrazine thrusters (compared with the Pioneers’ six), a
propellant module, and a series of onboard computers.80
JPL engineers designed the Voyager computer system to have several levels of fault
protection, given the unprecedented length of their missions and consequently long radio
transmission periods. The probes can recover computer failures automatically through seven preprogrammed routines, as well as place themselves in a “safe state” within a matter of seconds
after detecting a problem.81 Engineers also adapted an extremely sensitive three-axis stabilization
system for the Voyager probes, in part for capturing high quality images at high velocity. The
Voyagers’ narrow-angle television cameras can provide enough resolution to read a newspaper
headline at a distance of one kilometer.82 The Voyagers’ three-axis stabilization system is also
needed to keep each probe’s high gain antenna pointed towards Earth for radio communication.
JPL engineers also had to overcome unexpected obstacles that emerged just before the
Voyager 2 encounter with Uranus. When the onboard tape recorder turned on and off, it
generated barely perceptible motion that was enough to shake the entire probe and cause blurred
images while exposures were being made; to correct this, operators sent the probe a new set of
commands to activate several of its small hydrazine thrusters for mere milliseconds at exactly the
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Figure 9 Diagram of Voyager 1 and 2 (NASA/JPL).
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right moment to cancel out the motion caused by the tape recorder.83 In addition, Voyager
operators reprogrammed the attitude control computer so that during imaging, the entire probe
would pan its target, bypassing the use of the frame camera’s separate optical scanning platform
and its own slight vibrations, in a process called image motion compensation.84 Without these
improvised solutions implemented by human operators, Voyager 2’s images from deep space
would have been far less useful to the scientists who eagerly anticipated their return.
Voyager 1 made its closest approach to Jupiter in March 1979 and to Saturn in November
1980. The original Jupiter-Saturn mission of Voyager 2 was extended to include flybys of
Uranus and Neptune, and Voyager 2 remains the only spacecraft ever to have visited the two
outermost planets of the Solar System. Although Voyager 2 was designed to last beyond the
initial Jupiter-Saturn trajectory, operators still had to remotely reprogram the probe in order to
accommodate the Uranus and Neptune encounters.85 Voyager 2 made its closest approach to
Jupiter in July 1979, to Saturn in August 1981, to Uranus in January 1986, and finally to Neptune
in August 1989. The Voyager space probes clarified much of the scientific observations enabled
by Pioneer 10 and 11 and returned extraordinary new information. One of the most stunning
discoveries came during the Voyager 1 Jupiter encounter, when the probe photographed a series
of active volcanic eruptions on Io, one of Jupiter’s perplexing inner moons. This first known
occurrence of volcanic activity at a celestial body other than Earth was discovered by Linda
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Morabito, while processing long-exposure images of Io as a member of JPL’s optical navigation
group.86
In February 1998, Voyager 1 exceeded Pioneer 10 to become the human-made object
most distant from Earth.87 Like Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager 1 and 2 both carry a message from
Earth intended for any technologically-capable extraterrestrials that might come into contact with
the probes. The message is in the form of a gold-plated copper record etched with pictorial
instructions for playing the record and for locating its origin; the record’s contents include 118
photographs, ninety minutes of music and sounds from Earth, spoken greetings in fifty-five
different languages, and statements from American politicians (see figure 10).88 Unlike the
simpler Pioneer plaques, the Voyager golden records feature an aluminum cover electroplated
with a small amount of uranium-238, which could be read as a clock to determine the probes’
approximate launch dates, given the element’s half-life.89 But aside from these imaginative
attempts to possibly reach out to forms of life beyond Earth, the operators of robotic space
probes routinely communicated with the probes via terrestrial receiving stations.
Data transmission and the Deep Space Network
Before any data recorded by space probes can be analyzed by scientists or disseminated
to the public, the information must first be received directly from the probe itself by a radio
antenna on Earth, typically by the high efficiency antennas of the Deep Space Network (DSN).
The DSN provides the essential two-way radio communications link between mission control
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Figure 10 Voyager golden record (NASA/JPL).
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facilities and robotic probes, sending navigation commands and software modifications to the
probe (uplink), as well as handling the return of telemetry data, images, and other scientific data
recorded in outer space (downlink). The DSN is managed for NASA by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, and currently consists of three facilities placed approximately 120 degrees apart
around the world to ensure complete coverage for transmissions even as Earth rotates; the
facilities at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia each feature many
large radio antennas of different sizes to meet the communications needs of a variety of deep
space missions (see figure 11).90 Historically, the DSN supported the Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner,
Lunar Orbiter, Pioneer, Apollo, Viking, and Voyager programs.91
Indeed, the DSN was involved in just about every major discovery made by United States
space probes. In March 1966, the sixty-four meter antenna at Goldstone Deep Space
Communications Complex received its first transmissions from Mars and was nicknamed “Mars
Station” during its formal dedication the following month.92 Previously, Mariner 4 transmitted
images of Mars for twenty-five minutes at a rate of just 8.33 bits per second to the twenty-six
meter antennas at Goldstone.93 Between 1972 and 1974 alone, the DSN tracked Pioneer 10 for
over 21,000 hours using a variety of antennas around the world.94 Currently, each Voyager probe
returns forty-eight seconds of recorded data to Earth every six months, requiring the support of a
seventy meter DSN antenna; data collected in real time are transmitted to a thirty-four meter
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Figure 11 Deep Space Communications Complex at Canberra, Australia (NASA/JPL).
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antenna for up to sixteen hours per day.95
Data from space probes are transmitted via radio waves that express series of binary
code, and after being separated from background noise by highly specialized instruments at the
DSN facilities, the data are decoded using sophisticated computer systems and processed for
forwarding to teams of scientists.96 Images of the outer planets captured by Earth-based
telescopes during the 1970s were of far lower quality than those returned by the Pioneer and
Voyager space probes during their historic close-range planetary encounters.
Recording images in outer space
As discussed previously, before being transmitted to the DSN, image data were often
stored onboard space probes using magnetic tape recorders, such as the device built by George
Ludwig for Explorer 3. In the case of the Voyager probes, images as well as data recorded by
other instruments are also recorded on magnetic tape, which the probe can play back at a later
time for radio transmission to Earth.97 The 8-track tape recorders onboard Voyager 1 and 2 were
designed to be extremely durable for the probes’ long missions: NASA estimates that “the tape
head should not begin to wear out until the tape has been moved back and forth through a
distance comparable to that across the United States” without a failure.98 Magnetic tape was an
important medium for the storage and analysis of data recorded by historic space probes, and
endures as a meaningful embodiment of information that was used by scientists to make historic
discoveries.
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To record images, reflected light measured by Voyager’s vidicon imaging system is
scanned and converted into binary numbers; incremental values representing various shades of
gray, from black to white, are assigned to each pixel.99 The imaging system aboard Voyager 1
and 2 can vary its exposure time from 0.005 to fifteen seconds, depending on the brightness of
the target.100 The numerical values assigned to the pixels comprising the recorded grayscale
image range from 0 to 255, which correspond with common values used by the onboard
computers’ counting system.101 The computers use sequences of bits and bytes to record
information in binary code: a bit contains two possible values (1 or 0), and a byte represents the
total information contained in 8 bits.102 For example, an 8-bit sequence reading 11111111
represents a pure white pixel, with a value of 255:
In a byte, the position of each bit represents a counting power of 2. (By convention, bit
patterns are read from right to left)… For each bit in a byte that has a one in it, you add
the value of that power of two (the sequence value) until all eight bits are counted.103
Color images are produced similarly, using special filters aboard the probe. In the case of
Voyager 1 and 2, in order to transmit data corresponding to a color image, the same black and
white frame is recorded separately through a blue, green, and orange filter; these images are then
assigned the appropriate color brightness levels when received on Earth using reference colors
that match the filters; the three separate images are then blended together to compose a true color
image.104 In the case of the photopolarimeter aboard Pioneer 10 and 11, red and blue filters were
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used for imaging and then combined with a synthetic green-filtered image produced on Earth to
render the final version.
The Voyager space probes relayed stunning images of the outer planets, utilizing a much
more sophisticated imaging system than Pioneer 10 and 11, which unlike the Voyagers were not
designed specifically for imaging. As a result, the Voyager images far surpassed the quality of
any that had come before, and were closely reported on and followed by both the scientific
community and the mainstream media. Indeed, the media’s high demand for Voyager images
greatly overburdened the resources of JPL’s Visual Imagery Analysis Laboratory for processing,
printing, and distributing photos on time. For example, during one particular period of its
approach to Jupiter, Voyager 1 returned an image every ninety-six seconds for 100 hours.105 In
total, Voyager transmitted over 18,000 images of Jupiter alone over ninety-eight days, and
Voyager 2 sent an additional 13,000.106 During closest encounters, JPL typically issued twelve
press releases per day, each of which contained 600 to 700 prints. During these hectic weeks,
photography technicians often worked twenty-four hours per day to transfer images from
magnetic tape to thirty-five millimeter film, apply contrast enhancement if needed, and calibrate
colors for printing using JPL’s master set of reference images.107

…
In conclusion, NASA’s robotic space exploration programs underwent a period of rapid
growth and innovation from the launch of Explorer 1 in 1958 to Voyager 2’s mission to Neptune
in the late 1980s. Although the Pioneer program, particularly the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes, can
Burrows, William E. Exploring Space: Voyages in the Solar System and Beyond. New York: Random House, 1990,
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be taken to represent the historical context of this period as discussed above, ultimately each
probe and the team of humans behind it made invaluable contributions to the development of
NASA’s planetary science research programs as they exist today. The improvements in mission
operations and spacecraft technology that came out of this period often were the result of people
like James Van Allen who worked on multiple programs. Therefore, a successful interpretation
of historic space probes should not only acknowledge the humans involved, but in fact bring
them to the forefront of the interpretive experience. Interpreters should examine these historic
missions for tangible traces of human involvement and offer this to the public as a new lens
through which to investigate the historical context of this period. With this approach in mind, the
next chapter identifies interpretive content that reveals the human presence behind robotic space
exploration, which might otherwise seem like a decidedly nonhuman endeavor.
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CHAPTER 2
Interpretive content
A successful interpretation is developed around a set of interpretive themes that help
make historic resources meaningful for audiences. These themes are designed to highlight major
concepts derived from the historical significance of the resources on display. Audiences should
come away from the interpretive experience with an understanding of the information conveyed
in the themes, as well as with a clear framework within which to consider concepts introduced by
the themes more deeply. Freeman Tilden provides an important definition of interpretation in his
seminal 1957 book: interpretation is “an educational activity which aims to reveal meanings and
relationships through the use of original objects, by firsthand experience, and by illustrative
media, rather than simply to communicate factual information.”108 And according to Tilden, “the
chief aim of Interpretation is not instruction, but provocation.”109 Interpreters should use themes
as a starting point to communicate with audiences, rather than simply presenting the audiences
with facts.
Next, the methods used in a successful interpretation should reflect the themes. The
interpretive methods should convey the themes to the audience without being prescriptive and in
a manner that encourages dialogue among the audience. A thematic tour, for example, should
“…link information—facts, ideas, and stories—in ways that help people understand and
remember what they have heard and seen. Thematic tours emphasize and reinforce the more
important historical messages of a site. Thematic tours do not tell visitors every single fact.
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Rather, they are more like a short story with a clearly articulated plot.”110 A compelling story is
essential for the success of a thematically-organized interpretive experience, and interpretive
themes provide the structure upon which a narrative is established to provoke audiences.
This project relies upon an overall theme encompassing multiple sub-themes that each
represent an important concept from the history of robotic space exploration. Together, the
themes will help audiences reconsider the historical significance of space probes through
carefully crafted perspectives that are intended to highlight the continued relevance and
relatability of these historic resources. With the above principles in mind, this project focuses on
calling attention to the significant human aspects of so-called “unmanned” space exploration
missions, and the ways in which these missions depended on human curiosity.
The interpretive themes developed in this chapter address perspective, ingenuity, and
discovery: the perspective of Earth and the Solar System that the data recorded by robotic probes
can offer to humans, the human ingenuity that was necessary to devise the means of acquiring
these data, and the discoveries that human scientists made after processing the data. Space probes
are highly specialized tools that historically have accomplished important mission objectives,
and a major challenge in interpreting space probes is their inaccessibility: they rarely return to
Earth. But while the probe makes the exhilarating journey, the data that it records and transmits
are utilized by humans. Pioneer Deep Space Station emerges as an important physical setting
through which to interpret the accomplishments of robotic space exploration programs that left
behind relatively few physical artifacts on Earth.
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Pioneer as case study
Built in 1958 and designated a National Historic Landmark in 1985, the 26 meter Pioneer
Deep Space Station antenna was named for its support of the Pioneer 3 and 4 space probes (see
figure 12). Although Pioneer 3 was unsuccessful, Pioneer 4 entered a heliocentric orbit after a
long-range flyby of the Moon, and was the first United States probe to escape Earth’s gravity.
Pioneer Station was the first site at which scientists could communicate with robotic probes
traveling to deep space, and it became the prototype antenna station for the rest of NASA’s Deep
Space Network, managed by JPL. Pioneer Station supported a wide range of space exploration
programs, including Pioneer, Echo, Ranger, Lunar Orbiter, Surveyor, Apollo, Helios, Mariner,
Viking, and Voyager.111
Pioneer Deep Space Station is no longer operational. And with the exception of Voyager,
the spacecraft that the antenna station communicated with are no longer engaged in active
missions. Despite the challenges posed by obsolescence, Pioneer Station is a site at which the
historic achievements of the Pioneer program and other robotic space programs can be
meaningfully interpreted for public audiences. A successful reinterpretation of Pioneer Deep
Space Station should rely on themes that consider how and why humans are at the center of
stories about robotic spacecraft.
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Figure 12 Pioneer Deep Space Station shortly after the antenna became operational in 1958 (above), and towards
the end of its service life in the late 1970s (below) (NASA/JPL).
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Statement of interpretive themes
Overall theme: The widely unrecognized contributions that women and men made to the history
of “unmanned” space exploration reveal themselves on Earth through the enduring infrastructure
that humans built and the data that humans rendered in their pursuit to understand the Solar
System.
I.

Historic space probes acted as surrogate explorers that have furthered an
understanding of Earth’s position in the Solar System.

II.

Pioneer Deep Space Station (DSS-11) enabled communication between the
instruments aboard historic space probes and the scientists who designed and
operated them.

III.

Human scientists made historic discoveries on Earth by converting data returned by
space probes into recognizable formats.

Perspective
The first interpretive theme addresses the concept of perspective. Historic space probes
observed places that humans cannot travel to, and provided the first look back at Earth from
other planets. The first images returned from other planets permanently changed humans’
understanding of Earth’s unique situation (see figure 13). During the press conference held for
Pioneer 10’s closest encounter with Jupiter in 1973, scientists reflected on their sense of
amazement at the data that they were receiving from the Jovian system. Charles Hall, who
managed the Pioneer program, summarized the historical significance of Pioneer 10’s Jupiter
encounter to the gathered journalists: “We are really only twelve generations away from Galileo
and his first crude look at the planet. Twelve generations later, we are actually there measuring
many of the characteristics of the planet itself.”112 For Hall, the whole Pioneer team of scientists
was “actually there” at Jupiter, and his comments emphasize the perspective that scientists
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Figure 13 A partially processed image of Jupiter recorded by Pioneer 10. Images such as this were displayed for
scientists and the media on TV monitors during press conferences throughout the Jupiter encounter (NASA).
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gained by surpassing the limitations of Earth-based telescopes to record scientific data at Jupiter.
Regarding the return of Pioneer 10’s images of Jupiter, Lyn R. Doose, a member of the imaging
photopolarimeter team at the University of Arizona, described her excitement as images became
available: “…a single bright spot appeared, and then another, until a line gradually built up. We
knew we were seeing sunrise on Jupiter as the image showed a crescent-like shape. We survived
passage through periapsis.”113 Doose used the first person plural, underscoring the connection
that scientists felt with the robotic spacecraft that carried the instruments for their experiments.
Richard Fimmel, chief scientist for Pioneer 10, proclaimed, “This has been the most exciting day
of my life.”114 The Pioneer program even won an Emmy award for its innovative display and
release of Jupiter images to the media. 115
As more and more images are returned from subsequent missions to Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, and beyond, today it is important for audiences to understand how humans’ views of
Earth and the Solar System have changed over time, and how there is a compelling historical
record of this change. Although image quality is constantly improving with the advancement of
technology and imaging techniques, early images of the outer planets remain significant and can
be used to tell an important story about how humans have increasingly explored far beyond Earth
in order to look back at and understand the planet in new ways. Images recorded at the outer
planets can be magnificently stark, notable for their lack of any trace of human activity. But,
these images were produced from data that were diligently calibrated by humans (see figure 14).
The availability of these data depended in the first place on the careful guidance of human
operators who sent commands to the probes. With this in mind, space probes could be
Burrows, William E. Exploring Space: Voyages in the Solar System and Beyond. New York: Random House, 1990,
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Figure 14 Above: Pioneer 10 image of Jupiter before and after calibration. Below: Partially processed image of
Jupiter showing distortion and pixel loss (NASA).
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defined by their connection to Earth and to human operators as much as by their connection to
other planets hundreds of millions of miles away.
Ingenuity
The second interpretive theme addresses the concept of ingenuity. From Earth or from
any other vantage point, humans simply cannot perceive what the instruments aboard robotic
space probes can. Despite the gap in perception between space probes and their human operators,
it is important for audiences to recognize that the uplink-downlink process relies on terrestrial
facilities closely monitored by humans, namely at the three Deep Space Network
communications complexes. The high-efficiency antennas of the Deep Space Network, which
today range in diameter from eleven to seventy meters, receive radio signals from spacecraft that
are traveling, in some cases, billions of miles away from Earth at thousands of miles per hour. At
the historic Pioneer Deep Space Station, the technology to communicate with robotic probes
across the Solar System was developed and implemented during a period of historic innovation
in space exploration and telecommunications technology. “Unmanned” journeys through the
Solar System depended upon sites on Earth built by NASA and JPL engineers who made
ingenious attempts to overcome the limitations of human perception.
The remote location of Pioneer Station and its barren surroundings in the Mojave Desert
physically demonstrate how sensitive the equipment at the antenna station needed to be in order
to capture the extremely weak radio signals transmitted by probes traveling in deep space.
Constructed far from any potential radio interference or other avoidable signal noise, Pioneer
Station’s site and evocative landscape can help visitors understand the lengths, both
geographically and inventively, to which human engineers and researchers were willing to go to
acquire accurate data. According to NASA, the total radio signal power arriving at a DSN
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antenna from deep space can be as much as twenty billion times weaker than the electrical power
in a wristwatch battery.116 For example, it takes a signal about forty-five minutes to travel from
Earth to Jupiter, which means that operators would need to send commands to a robotic probe
during a flyby of Jupiter at least ninety minutes in advance of an anticipated maneuver or
instrument activation in order for the probe to communicate receipt of the command.117 In fact,
transmissions are often scheduled months in advance. Yet due to the incredible sensitivity of the
DSN antennas, the locations of even the most distant spacecraft are still able to be tracked to
within an accuracy of just a few miles.118
The radio signals carrying messages to and from space probes span vast distances, and
the recipients of these messages are spread across Earth as well. The twelve scientific
instruments aboard Pioneer 10 and 11 were used for experiments overseen at twenty-two
institutions on three continents, and even these instruments were selected from more than 150
proposals submitted to NASA Headquarters. Sixteen principal investigators were in charge of the
separate instruments that together made up the Pioneer probes’ science payload, and around sixty
other coinvestigators and collaborators were involved with the selected experiments. Thirty-nine
contractors were needed to produce structural components, telecommunications devices, and
scientific instruments. Because many of the historic resources associated with robotic space
exploration programs are geographically dispersed, a successful reinterpretation of Pioneer Deep
Space Station should explain the flow of information in historic outer space
telecommunications—from small onboard devices to a massive antenna—and show how the
ingenuity of human collaborators was applied to meet many unprecedented challenges.
“Deep Space Network.” NASA Facts. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena, CA: 2002, 2.
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Discovery
The third interpretive theme addresses the concept of discovery. Although robotic space
exploration missions do not utilize human explorers, humans are essential throughout the design,
operation, and analysis phases of any mission. Audiences should understand that although data
are recorded in outer space, they are processed and analyzed on Earth by teams of scientists and
engineers. Space probes record and transmit data in the form of electrical signals, radio waves,
and binary code, but all of this information must eventually be processed for analysis. The
resulting magnetic tapes, computer punch cards, graphs, and other physical outputs can make a
meaningful impression on audiences who may not understand the science and calculations
behind the data, but who can recognize and appreciate the readily evident human processing that
makes the data intelligible. Knowledge of the outer planets benefits greatly from the in situ
observation that is only possible through the use of robotic probes, but the actual scientific
discoveries are made later on Earth by relatively unknown analysts.
For example, less than fifteen years after the launch of the first United States satellite,
James Van Allen remained a prominent figure in “unmanned” space exploration. Having
overseen the innovative cosmic radiation experiments of the early Explorer probes, Van Allen
also managed Pioneer 10’s Geiger tube telescope (GTT) for measuring charged particles in
interplanetary space and around Jupiter itself. The GTT was designed, built, and tested at the
University of Iowa, and during Pioneer 10’s historic Jupiter encounter in December 1973, Van
Allen and his graduate students worked around the clock at NASA Ames to process the
incoming data and characterize Jupiter’s radiation belts for the first time. 119 When raw data
print-outs from the GTT became available every few hours during Pioneer 10’s closest approach
Gallentine, Jay. Ambassadors from Earth: Pioneering Explorations with Unmanned Spacecraft. Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2009, 370.
119
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to Jupiter, Van Allen’s students used standard graph paper and a different colored pencil for each
of the GTT’s seven detectors to plot the incoming data, taping sheets together to ultimately
produce a ten-foot-long graph representing their instrument’s measurements throughout the
entire Jupiter encounter.120 Graduate student Michelle Thomsen also received last-minute
instructions to build a model of Jupiter’s radiation belts out of a small painted sphere and wire
hangers, which Van Allen expertly bent into shape to correspond with the newly acquired data,
for use during one of many press conferences with the other Pioneer 10 principal investigators
(see figure 15).121
The data behind the discoveries made by humans using robotic space probes exist in socalled raw formats, but ultimately they need to be converted into formats—like Van Allen’s
model of Jupiter—that make sense to humans. It is essential for audiences to come away from an
interpretation of historic space probes with an awareness of how data were transferred from
probes to humans and how the evidence of this transferal offers new insight into the discoveries
that Earth-based scientists made.

…
In conclusion, the interpretive content described above requires the application of
interpretive methods that successfully demonstrate the historical context of NASA’s robotic
space exploration missions. The resulting interpretation should provoke audiences to consider
what these historic resources might mean to them today. The following chapter investigates how
a general public audience constructs meaning through outer space-oriented interpretive
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Figure 15 James Van Allen addresses the media during Pioneer 10’s close encounter with Jupiter, with the model of
Jupiter’s magnetic field in the background (NASA).
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experiences, and reviews the deficiencies and successes of current interpretations to ultimately
inform the development of new interpretive methods.
Rather than staging a reinterpretation of historic space probes at an existing museum,
visitor center, gallery space, or other more accessible site, this project incorporates the historical
significance expressed at Pioneer Deep Space Station. Although the site is relatively difficult to
access, the added meaning that the site can provide to an interpretive experience makes it a
worthwhile location for the proposed reinterpretation. Overlooking the extant sites and
infrastructure on Earth that are associated with historic space probes leaves interpreters at a
disadvantage. Pioneer Station, although no longer functioning, retains a sufficient degree of
historic integrity to offer audiences a demonstration of the impressive scale of NASA’s
groundbreaking robotic missions to outer space. A major limitation of this approach, however, is
that I was unable to visit Pioneer Station myself to closely examine the interpretive methods
currently in place there. Because of this, the following chapter will focus on the interpretation of
robotic spacecraft at the National Air and Space Museum, and will outline the characteristics of a
general public audience as the target audience for the reinterpretation of Pioneer Station
proposed in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
Current interpretations of historic space probes
Given their inaccessibility to the public on Earth, historic space probes are often
interpreted using scale models hung from gallery ceilings, assemblages of flight-qualified parts
never sent to outer space, or through other methods that call into question the correspondence
between the objects on display and the authentic historic resources that they are meant to stand
for. Pioneer 10, for example, is interpreted in the Milestones of Flight gallery at the Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum by means of a display probe assembled from flight-qualified
parts almost identical to those of Pioneer 10 and 11. Thinking about the display probe as a set of
different scientific instruments and other precisely engineered components is an acceptable
starting point in interpreting the probe’s historical significance. However, while interpretations
of historic space probes such as those currently staged at the Smithsonian National Air and Space
Museum do give visitors a sense of what the probes looked like, they offer little for visitors to
relate to. On their own, replicas and flight spares do not express how the probes functioned and
how they were designed and utilized by human scientists and engineers to answer questions
about the Solar System. By examining how historic space probes were operated by humans and
considering the data that they recorded and transmitted to Earth as only the beginning of a
characteristically human pursuit of knowledge, interpreters can present historic space probes to
audiences in a more dynamic manner.
Based on the interpretive content outlined in the previous chapter, this chapter surveys
existing challenges and opportunities in the current interpretation of historic space probes,
providing a methodological framework for the interpretive content to be realized through the
proposal for reinterpretation in the next chapter. This chapter identifies the general public
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audience that the reinterpretation proposal is intended to accommodate, reviews examples of
current interpretations of space probes and the history of outer space exploration, and discusses
how the audience’s needs can be successfully addressed in overcoming the deficiencies of
current interpretations. The proposal for reinterpretation in the next chapter responds directly to
the issues raised here, and is intended to contribute a new approach for interpreting historic space
probes that is based on the audience and effective methods described in this chapter.
While they are historically significant from a technology and engineering perspective,
robotic space probes and the discoveries that they enabled have also made an important and
lasting impact on public perceptions of outer space exploration in general. The following poll
data, while not definitive, suggest that although Americans have recently been less interested in
robotic spacecraft than in human astronauts, many Americans feel that the United States space
program has made positive contributions to society. Especially after the end of NASA’s Space
Shuttle program in 2011, robotic space exploration missions remain an important part of the
United States space program. Opportunities exist today for public interest in historic space
probes to be put in conversation with contemporary missions.
Public perception
Recent poll data indicate that much of the American public views space exploration as a
positive influence on society and a source of inspiration, although generally this enthusiasm is
directed towards sending humans into outer space. According to a 2014 survey of United States
adults conducted by the Pew Research Center, only 39% of respondents said that astronauts are
not essential to the future of space exploration; the survey found that men were 14% more likely
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than women to say that astronauts are essential.122 And according to the same survey, when
members of the American Association for the Advancement of Science were asked the same
question, only a slight majority (52%) said that astronauts are not essential for the future of space
exploration.123 Of those AAAS members who identify their specialty as physics or astronomy,
58% said that astronauts are not essential.124 Notably, the question included the clause “given the
relative costs of manned vs. robotic space exploration.”125 Since the poll addressed cost, it is
possible that respondents could have been influenced by factors beyond what they might
perceive as the scientific merits of robotic space exploration. For example, scientists who are
members of AAAS are often responsible for securing funding for their work, and this pressure to
justify the importance of robotic missions could have influenced their responses.
The general public and experts within the planetary science community seem divided
when it comes to assessing the future direction of space exploration and considering the role of
human explorers. By telling the human stories behind historic “unmanned” missions, however,
interpreters can help audiences recognize that astronauts are not the only individuals who have
played an essential role in making discoveries. A successful interpretation of historic space
probes will emphasize the important counterpoint between the explorer—human or robotic
probe—and the teams of visionaries and innovators who are involved in any space exploration
mission. The dialogue is about how milestone achievements in space exploration were realized
by a combination of technological innovation and human curiosity.
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Indeed, there are opportunities to reframe public perceptions of the value of robotic space
exploration missions. According to a survey conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2011,
only 39% of respondents said that the United States space program as a whole has “contributed a
lot to encouraging interest in science,” 38% of respondents said that the space program has
“contributed a lot to scientific advances that all Americans can use,” and 34% said that the space
program has “done a lot for feelings of pride and patriotism.”126 Given that much of the
American public seems to support astronauts but remains unconvinced of the value of space
exploration in an era of relatively few opportunities to send humans into outer space, interpreters
of historic space probes have the opportunity to introduce audiences to the many humans who
have made remarkable contributions to the space program.
Survey data also indicate the negative effect that failed missions can have on Americans’
perception of piloted versus robotic space exploration. In 1993, the year in which communication
with NASA’s highly publicized Mars Observer was unexpectedly lost, a Gallup Poll indicated
that just 43% of the public thought that NASA was doing an excellent or good job.127 This is
much lower than the 78% rating recorded by a Gallup Poll in 1998, the year in which astronaut
John Glenn made his inspirational return to spaceflight at age 77.128 The failure of a robotic
probe had a largely negative impact on NASA’s public image, while the success of Glenn’s
space shuttle flight was viewed extremely favorably among the American public. By drawing
upon the wealth of human stories that come out of successful “unmanned” missions, interpreters
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can satisfy an audience’s desire to learn more about and recognize the achievements of important
human contributors like John Glenn.
Audience
The main audience under consideration for this project comprises members of the general
public as reflected by the survey data discussed above. This general public audience includes
people who have had formative experiences around astronauts and manned space exploration, as
well as people who are interested in technology and have grown up with the pervasiveness of the
current Global Positioning System satellite infrastructure in low Earth orbit. Inherent in a
successful interpretation of historic space probes is the need to represent how humans and
technology are both involved in the realization of scientific discoveries. While the general public
as reflected in the survey data above may be able to connect with the important historical figures
who participated in robotic missions, this audience should also be exposed to new ways of
considering how these individuals acquired the information that they sought in outer space, and
how they made sense of it. The audience should be provoked to consider the circumstances
within which new space exploration technologies emerged, from the perspective of the human
innovators who applied their knowledge and skills to complete missions that had never before
been attempted. The audience will benefit from using history and technology as a lens through
which to understand how and why humans have increasingly risen to the challenge of looking
beyond Earth to better understand the Solar System, an area of identified public interest.
Current interpretation
Recent studies undertaken at the Milestones of Flight gallery at the Smithsonian National
Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C. suggest that visitors to the gallery are less drawn to
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objects and displays associated with robotic spacecraft than they are to those associated with the
early “manned” space programs. Visitors enter the museum through the Milestones of Flight
gallery, so the displays here are the first that visitors see upon arriving at the museum (see figure
16). The museum’s visitor information desk is also located in this gallery. The gallery is
relatively large and features a variety of hanging displays and floor installations that cover
several decades of aviation history, both piloted and robotic, including military and commercial
aircraft and spacecraft. Many important “firsts” and other milestones in the history of aviation
are interpreted in this space, and the gallery serves to introduce visitors to the encyclopedic
nature of the Museum’s collections. Some of the Smithsonian’s holdings on display in this
gallery are well known, such as the Spirit of St. Louis airplane flown by Charles Lindbergh, and
other artifacts are less famous. In particular, the display of the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes receives
negligible attention from visitors compared to the more popular attractions of the Milestones of
Flight gallery.
Although the following studies provide important insight into how public audiences
might construct meaning around outer space exploration, the Milestones of Flight gallery has
been significantly reconfigured since these studies were undertaken. In particular, the Apollo 11
command module has been moved to a different gallery. But the general format of Milestones of
Flight remains, including numerous hanging displays complemented by explanatory text located
on either the first or second levels of the gallery. Another important consideration is that the
following studies were conducted internally by the Smithsonian’s Office of Policy and Analysis.
The studies are publicly available via the Smithsonian’s internal database, but do not appear in
peer-reviewed publications. Thus, the conclusions of the studies may reflect institutional bias or
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Figure 16 Milestones of Flight gallery at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, October 2016 (photo by
author).
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be otherwise limited by the policies and practices adopted by the Smithsonian for reviewing its
own exhibitions.
Visitor behavior study
During a visitor behavior study undertaken at Milestones of Flight in October and
November 2013, 109 randomly-selected visitors were observed from the time they entered the
museum until they left the Milestones gallery.129 Observers recorded visitors’ overall time spent
in the gallery, locations where visitors stopped for more than three seconds, time spent at each
location, and activities engaged in at each location.130 The study found that during the period of
observation, visitors made thirty-nine stops at the popular Apollo 11 command module display,
accounting for 14% of all stops in the gallery and making Apollo 11 the most visited location;
only four stops were made at the accompanying text for the Pioneer 10 display, which hangs
overhead (1% of all stops).131 Replicas of Sputnik 1 and Explorer 1, also hanging, accounted for
just 1% of all stops observed during the study.132 The average stop time at Pioneer 10 was just
twenty-two seconds, and just twenty-eight seconds for Sputnik 1 and Explorer 1.133 The visitor
behavior study also tracked activities undertaken by visitors in the Milestones gallery. By far,
conversing was the most popular activity, with reading texts in second place.134 Of the ten
recorded types of activity, looking up at a hanging object was the third most popular, followed
by taking photos and touching the display when possible.135 The only location specifically
associated with robotic space exploration where visitors were observed to have taken at least one
Ko, Min-Cheol and Andrew Pekarik. Visitor Behaviors in the Milestones Gallery at the National Air and Space
Museum. Office of Policy and Analysis, Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C.” December 2013, 1.
130 Ibid.
131 Ibid., 4.
132 Ibid.
133 Ibid., 5.
134 Ibid., 6.
135 Ibid.
129
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photo was at the display for Sputnik 1 and Explorer 1.136 These observations indicate that
opportunities for conversation can lead to a higher level of visitor engagement, and that visitors
are seeking to correspond somehow with the displays through photography and tactile
experiences besides just briefly looking.
Interestingly, among stops where looking up at a hanging object occurred, by far the most
popular location, both overall and as the first stop made by visitors, was identified as “no floor
location,” and the study noted that “25% of all visitors who entered Milestones from the Mall
stopped and looked up at the hanging objects before stopping anywhere else.”137 The study also
notes that photos taken at “no floor location” could have been photos of the hanging objects.138
“No floor location” was also by far the most popular stop where visitors engaged in
conversation.139 Although the category “no floor location” is not associated with any particular
display, it suggests that as a group, the hanging objects are popular with visitors, and therefore as
a part of this group the space probe displays may be an important draw for visitors. The study
found that “the hanging objects attracted a good deal of attention – for one in four visitors the
first stop was to look up at the hanging objects – but practically no one read the labels for those
objects.”140 Clearly, the visitors tracked for this study were interested in the objects hanging in
the gallery, several of which are displays of historic space probes. But, deeper engagement with
the historical information provided for these objects was low, as indicated by the little time that
visitors spent reading the labels for hanging objects. Other than looking, reading, and taking

Ko, Min-Cheol and Andrew Pekarik. Visitor Behaviors in the Milestones Gallery at the National Air and Space
Museum. Office of Policy and Analysis, Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C.” December 2013, 6.
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photos, visitors had few opportunities to directly experience these objects as they were displayed
at the time of the study.
The current label for the Pioneer 10/11 display reads in part:
The Pioneer missions took place after the Apollo Moon landings. By comparison they
were a modest effort, yet they also generated considerable public interest and support.
Pioneer and other robotic missions kept alive excitement about space exploration after the
historic Apollo missions ended.141
This label fails to represent the historical significance of Pioneer in several ways. First, the text
incorrectly suggests that the entire Pioneer program occurred after the Apollo missions of the late
1960s and early 1970s, ignoring the earlier Pioneer probes that were launched as early as 1958.
Next, describing the Pioneer 10 and 11 missions as “a modest effort” undermines the
contributions of the many lesser known people who made historic discoveries using data
returned by the Pioneer probes. Lastly, the label misleads visitors to view Pioneer in terms of the
human space program. Although not stated explicitly in the text, the label suggests that Pioneer
was mainly important for its ability to hold the public’s attention between the end of the Apollo
missions and the beginning of the era of the Space Shuttle, which first launched in 1981—two
years after Pioneer 11’s historic encounter with Saturn. The visitor studies undertaken by the
Smithsonian discussed in this chapter do not sufficiently take into account the content of the
displays in their assessment of visitor interest and engagement.
Entrance/exit survey
An additional study of visitor needs undertaken in December 2013 at the Milestones of
Flight gallery provides more insight into how visitors might want to engage with historic space
probes. According to the entrance/exit survey, 62% of visitors surveyed said that they had read at
141
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least one text for a hanging object.142 Also important, the study found that “the texts for hanging
objects were not read when visitors entered the Milestones gallery itself. Presumably they were
read later in the visit or at the railings on the second floor balcony.”143 This suggests that the
hanging displays, including the space probes, are objects that visitors could be more comfortable
coming back to after an initial first look. The fact that visitors may be more likely to experience a
hanging object at closer range from the second floor balcony calls into question the interpretive
strategy of hanging the displays from the ceiling and installing the explanatory texts far below
the displays. This dislocation might be difficult for visitors to overcome, and prevents
opportunities for interpreters to present compelling narratives that necessarily depend on an
expression of the probes’ historical context through accompanying text, images, or audio.
Notably, the entrance/exit survey evaluated visitor engagement according to a framework
of “Ideas (conceptual, abstract thinking), People (emotional connections), Objects (visual
language and aesthetics), and Physical (somatic sensations).”144 The “IPOP” framework was
developed by the Office of Policy and Analysis at the Smithsonian in order to identify the
experience preferences of visitors.145 Survey results indicate that visitors most oriented towards
Objects-based experiences were also the most likely to rate the overall gallery experience as
“superior,” the highest possible rating.146 Perhaps more telling, visitors oriented towards Peoplebased experiences according to the study’s classification framework were most likely to rate the
overall gallery experience as “fair/good,” the lowest possible rating.147 In order to engage visitors

Milestones of Flight Entrance-Exit Survey. Office of Policy and Analysis, Smithsonian Institution. Washington,
D.C: December 2013, 7. Specifically, visitors were asked “Did you read any of the texts for objects that hang from
the ceiling in this area?”
143 Ibid., 2.
144 Ibid., 3.
145 Ibid.
146 Ibid., 11.
147 Ibid.
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in Milestones who come with a variety of experience preferences, the entrance/exit survey notes
that “attention should be given to more prominent presentations of key ideas, stories with
emotional connections, and more opportunities for physical engagement (e.g., sound).”148 All of
the areas of increased attention called for in the conclusion of this study support a
reinterpretation that brings the human involvement in historic “unmanned” space exploration
missions to the forefront of the interpretive experience. The human figures behind the space
probes on display offer rich opportunities for interpreters. Through the stories of human
participants in historic missions, visitors can more readily make emotional connections with the
displays. Physical engagement with the displays through sound, as cited in the report, also relies
on the probes’ connection with the humans who constructed massive radio antennas to “listen”
for data transmitted back to Earth. Sound will inform a major part of the reinterpretation proposal
in the next chapter.
Effective methods
With the above studies in mind, reinterpreting historic space probes poses a number of
important challenges and opportunities for preservationists to work outside of the traditional
museum setting. For example, the Pioneer 10 replica on display at the National Air and Space
Museum can be used to demonstrate how the probes functioned as a carefully chosen set of
sophisticated recording instruments. In fact, the replica that hangs in the Milestones of Flight
gallery today could have actually been flown in the 1970s during the height of NASA’s deep
space missions. According to James Van Allen:
We mounted an intensive campaign to launch the flight-worthy spare spacecraft and its
instrument complement on a low-cost, out-of-ecliptic mission via a high inclination flyby
Milestones of Flight Entrance-Exit Survey. Office of Policy and Analysis, Smithsonian Institution. Washington,
D.C: December 2013, 12.
148
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of Jupiter. However, our case fell on deaf ears at NASA headquarters, and the spare
spacecraft now hangs in the main gallery of the National Air and Space Museum, at 1 AU
and zero ecliptic latitude.149
However, this is a rare example. Despite the minimal connection to authentic historic fabric that
challenges current interpretive methods, interpreters can still represent the historical significance
of space probes by exploring other methods of conveying their continued relatability to
contemporary audiences. Interpreters can capably accommodate visitors with a wider range of
engagement preferences by moving beyond object-based interpretation. This project considers
several effective interpretive methods that present space probe data to audiences in an engaging
manner that does not necessarily depend on the probe itself. These alternative methods are
successful both in helping visitors conceptualize robotic space exploration in a broad yet
meaningful sense, and in relating to visitors outside of the typical audience for outer spaceoriented interpretive experiences.

…
Orbit Pavilion was designed by The Studio at JPL, a team of visual strategists who work
to introduce the public to JPL’s groundbreaking achievements in space technology and
exploration (see figure 17). The pavilion takes advantage of the fact that orbiting spacecraft are
physically inaccessible to the public on Earth. Instead of appealing to the form and materiality of
the spacecraft to interpret them, Orbit Pavilion presents the International Space Station along
with nineteen Earth science satellites by tagging each with a unique sound. Each sound is
associated with the mission of the spacecraft that it represents. As a satellite passes over the

As quoted in Wolverton, Mark. The Depths of Space: The Story of the Pioneer Planetary Probes. Washington,
D.C.: Joseph Henry, 2004, 194.
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Figure 17 Orbit Pavilion, interior (Huntington Library/JPL).
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pavilion, its unique sound tag is played across the installation to suggest the satellite’s path
overhead in real time. While inside the pavilion, visitors listen to the movement of satellites,
recognizing through this correspondence that low Earth orbit is occupied by a variety of
spacecraft with different purposes, although they are not always visible from Earth. Sound is
supplemented for visual information and physical replicas as a signifier to reduce the
complexities of space technology into relatable terms through a multi-sensory experience. Orbit
Pavilion is dynamic, and provokes visitors to consider the unseen choreography happening
above their heads in low Earth orbit.
Another project designed by The Studio at JPL, Pulse of Exploration, also presents raw
data to visitors in a format that is readily comprehensible (see figure 18). Similar to Orbit
Pavilion, the Pulse of Exploration installation provides visitors with a real-time link to robotic
spacecraft. LED lights represent the flow of data from Earth to deep space; the lights travel
downward when data are being transmitted to JPL (downlink), and the lights travel upward when
commands are being sent to a spacecraft (uplink). The more information that is being transmitted
or received, the more active the lights become. Without a sophisticated understanding of what
these data represent, observers of this installation can nevertheless come away with a meaningful
understanding of the fact that space exploration depends on two-way communication between
robotic spacecraft and human operators. In a highly visual and engaging format, Pulse of
Exploration represents the flow of information that would be otherwise inaccessible to visitors
who are not scientists or experts in the field. Again, the physical forms of the spacecraft
themselves are not represented at all.
A temporary exhibition on view at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum in
2016 titled A New Moon Rises utilized exhibition methods typical for artwork in order to add a
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Figure 18 Pulse of Exploration installed in the JPL lobby (NASA/JPL).
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new dimension to visitors’ understanding of the research done by planetary scientists. The
exhibition featured sixty-one images produced by the sophisticated camera system aboard
NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (see figure 19). The images produced by the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC), which is operated at Arizona State University,
document significant geological features on the Moon while also presenting the lunar landscape
as evocative and beautiful. Furthermore, a selection of LROC images reveal in incredibly high
resolution the historic Apollo landing sites and surviving evidence of extravehicular activities.
This method of presentation is successful in conveying not only the science content, but also the
sense of discovery that drives humans to explore beyond Earth and consequently leave artifacts,
footprints, and tire tracks on the surface of the Moon. The exhibition does display flight spares of
the wide- and narrow-angle cameras that comprise LROC’s imaging system, but the interpretive
experience extends far beyond the physical form of the instruments. The striking images
produced by these cameras make a powerful contribution to the interpretive experience, and
visually demonstrate to visitors the rich variety of information recorded by just one of the seven
instruments aboard the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter.
LROC’s multispectral capabilities also allow for the creation of stereo images, colorshaded topographic maps, and other enhanced color views of the lunar surface that due to their
visually compelling nature encourage further inquiry into how the images were produced. The
images exhibited in A New Moon Rises reach beyond the typical science museum audience and
engage visitors with a wide range of interests, such as art, photography, and history. A related
exhibition of LROC images titled Barnstorming the Moon was also presented in 2016 at
Photoville, an annual festival of contemporary art photography in New York City where small
exhibitions are staged inside of repurposed shipping containers. This unusual exhibition format
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Figure 19 A New Moon Rises exhibition at the National Air and Space Museum (photo by author).
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created another setting for visitors to witness the innovative work being done by the LROC team
to examine and characterize the Moon as a world of its own.
Finally, an exhibition at the Hampton History Museum in Hampton, Virginia that opened
in January 2017 interprets the history of women who made important contributions while
working as “human computers” at NASA’s Langley Research Center. The exhibition, titled
When the Computer Wore a Skirt: NASA’s Human Computers, is tied directly to the stories
behind the popular book and film Hidden Figures, which follow three African American women
whose work at NASA during the early years of the manned space program has gone relatively
unnoticed. One of the women featured in the exhibition is Mary Jackson, a native of Hampton,
Virginia. The exhibition at the Hampton History Museum successfully combines an
interpretation of local history through Mary Jackson’s biography with a broader look at how
women and African Americans were essential participants in the United States space program at
a time when white men received much of the public’s attention and acknowledgement.150 The
exhibition is small, consisting of four panels with images and text and one display case
containing historic artifacts (see figure 20).151 One particularly compelling artifact on display is a
1957 Friden STW-10 mechanical calculator, which NASA’s human computers used to produce
sophisticated calculations. Although the device itself is modest and outdated, it stands as a
powerful example of the tools that human computers such as Mary Jackson used to process and
assign meaning to data. The story of the human computers is also a story about the vast amount

"Exploring NASA's 'Human Computers,' Hampton, VA - Official Website." Hampton History Museum, n.d. Web. 6
Apr. 2017. <http://www.hampton.gov/3185/Exploring-NASAs-Human-Computers>.
151 McDonald, Samuel. "Museum Exhibit Reveals NASA Langley's ‘Hidden Figures.’" NASA, 20 Jan. 2017. Web. 6
Apr. 2017. <https://www.nasa.gov/feature/langley/museum-exhibit-highlights-nasa-langleys-human-computersfrom-hidden-figures>.
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Figure 20 When the Computer Wore a Skirt: NASA’s Human Computers exhibition at the Hampton History Museum
(Hampton History Museum).
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of work that happened behind the scenes at NASA in support of more publicized activities such
as landing a man on the Moon. Staging this exhibition in Mary Jackson’s hometown adds
relatability and connects the photographs and artifacts on display to a real place associated with
the historical context that is being interpreted there.

…
Given the public perception of outer space and the opportunities demonstrated by current
interpretations of historic space probes discussed above, this project uses the interpretation of
Pioneer 10 and 11 at the Milestones of Flight gallery as a starting point for reinterpreting Pioneer
Deep Space Station. Taking inspiration from effective methods that depart from presenting the
space probe as an object and move towards creating dynamic experiences for visitors, the
following proposal for reinterpretation seeks to present the human stories behind the history of
robotic space exploration missions. By considering the data recorded by space probes at a
significant site where these data were received, along with the stories of human participants who
first sought after and then undertook the unprecedented collection of these data, the following
reinterpretation proposal seeks to enliven visitors’ understanding of NASA’s historic
“unmanned” missions.
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CHAPTER 4
Proposal for reinterpreting Pioneer Deep Space Station
The following proposal outlines a reinterpretation of the Pioneer Deep Space Station
antenna site within Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex at Fort Irwin, California.
Situated in the Mojave Desert, Pioneer Station was the first terrestrial site at which humans could
communicate with probes travelling to deep space, and was later followed by the many other
antenna stations of the Deep Space Network. This proposal for new interpretive interventions at
Pioneer Station draws upon the historical context of the Pioneer program as described in chapter
1 including relevant personnel and predecessor and successor programs, incorporates the
thematic content explained in chapter 2, and addresses the challenges and opportunities
demonstrated by current interpretations of space probes as outlined in chapter 3.
Concept
All of the perspectives presented to visitors during each part of the interpretive
experience are necessary to give a complete picture of how historic space probes worked and
how humans used them. Robotic space probes and human scientists are both needed to explore
deep space, and in the case of this proposal each part is necessary to give full expression to the
historical significance of space probes. Learning from the perspective of human participants,
visitors can recognize how the whole apparatus for exploring outer space with robotic probes has
historically been made by and for humans. Although the missions are considered “unmanned,”
the kinds of questions posed at the cutting edge of planetary science and the ways in which data
are handled, as they are rendered and turned into answers to those chosen questions, all have an
idiosyncratic human quality. This reinterpretation of Pioneer Station seeks to accomplish several
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goals in the pursuit of expanding audiences’ understanding of how historic space probes were
used by humans to explore the Solar System; these goals are as follows:
Goals of the experience:
1. Include guided and self-guided components
2. Introduce visitors to humans involved with historic missions
3. Utilize the surrounding landscape at Pioneer Deep Space Station
4. Offer visitors an immersive experience
5. Give visitors hands-on experiences with data

The proposed reinterpretation depends on a variety of installations that feature explanatory
images, audio, and text. The interpretive experience described in this proposal is designed for a
relatively small group of up to thirty people at a time. The interpretive experience moves beyond
objects to investigate the presence of women and men in historic “unmanned” space exploration,
and consists of three related parts.
Human experience (parts 1 and 3)
The first and third parts of the interpretive experience, which are human-based, focus
closely on what is nearby, in particular the material fabric and immediate surroundings of
Pioneer Station itself. During the first and third experiences, the output/uplink aspect of space
exploration is emphasized. The first part of the experience takes place outside at the site of
Pioneer Station, where a guide introduces visitors to the early history of robotic space
exploration with a focus on the foundational contributions of scientist George Ludwig (see
chapter 1). For the third part of the interpretive experience, visitors convene in a small, newly
constructed interpretation center to reconsider space probe data and recognize how the
information recorded by space probes is meaningless until it is processed and analyzed by
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humans. Visitors experience the content and installations more thoroughly and in a context more
meaningful to humans, in contrast to the second part of the experience, which takes the form of a
soundwalk.
Soundwalk experience (part 2)
For the second part of the experience, visitors go on a self-guided soundwalk through the
Mojave Desert terrain adjacent to Pioneer Station. On the soundwalk, visitors play the part of the
robotic probe, and are encouraged to consider exactly how these spacecraft collected data. The
soundwalk covers more ground than the other two parts of the experience and takes visitors
farther into Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex to consider space probe data
within the unique landscape specially chosen as the site for the first DSN antenna. During the
soundwalk, the input/downlink side of space exploration missions is emphasized, and visitors
experience the content at sound stations in a raw and fragmented manner, like the scientific
instruments aboard a robotic probe would.
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Proposed reinterpretation: outline of experiences
I.

Guided experience: George Ludwig and Pioneer Deep Space Station
a. Interactive probe display

II.

Sonified space probe data
a. Sound station: Explorer 1 in Earth orbit (magnetosphere)
b. Sound station: Voyager 1 approaching Jupiter (magnetosphere)
c. Visual station: Pioneer 10/11 imaging photopolarimeter filter window
d. Sound station: Injun 3 in Earth orbit (whistlers)
e. Sound station: Voyager 1 at Jupiter (whistlers)

III.

Interpretation center: Data materialized and personified
a. Explorer 1 graphs
b. STEREO Spectro software
c. Handling magnetic tape
d. Annabell Hudmon
e. Pioneer instrument map
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PART 1: George Ludwig and Pioneer Deep Space Station
During part one of the interpretive experience, visitors meet George Ludwig, a key figure
involved in the establishment and persistent advancement of NASA’s historic missions to deep
space, beginning with his work developing an onboard recording instrument for the early
Explorer probes. Part 1 is meant to run for about forty-five minutes. Visitors are challenged to
consider historic space probes from the vantage point both of the humans associated with their
development and use, and of the site at which humans first extended a two-way communications
link to deep space (theme: perspective). The guide will explain that space probes are tools that
humans have used to study Earth and the Solar System from a variety of unique perspectives,
and that these tools have little purpose without a skilled operator to apply them to answer
specific questions.
First, the guide offers a brief explanation of what a robotic space probe is and explains
how NASA’s robotic space exploration missions are different than the agency’s human space
program. Before diving in to the historical context of Pioneer Station directly, the guide invites
visitors to share why outer space is important to them and what they would like to learn more
about. After visitors respond, the guide explains that many of these shared feelings and questions
informed the work of the fist people who attempted to acquire data from deep space. Structures
like Pioneer Station demonstrate the serious commitment that people have made to address a
commonly held curiosity about Earth’s place in the Solar System. Learning about unrecognized
innovators like George Ludwig provides an important context for visitors to connect with their
own curiosity.
The Pioneer Station antenna serves as a compelling backdrop for telling George
Ludwig’s story, and stands as an impressive physical manifestation of the scale of the Pioneer
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program and the efforts made by those who worked on other historic missions to deep space. An
important aspect of the first part of the interpretive experience is an explanation of the challenges
and innovation involved in the construction of Pioneer Station, filtered through its status as a
National Historic Landmark and its historical significance (theme: ingenuity). Pioneer Station
was designated for its exemplary contributions to the history of communications technology,
engineering, and space exploration. The guide is available to answer questions, but specific
technical features of the antenna have in the past been covered on the existing tours at
Goldstone.152 Instead, this reinterpretation presents the significance of Pioneer Station in a
broader context. In the same year that Pioneer Station became operational, George Ludwig’s
development of the compact tape recorder for Explorer 3 marked an incredible achievement, in
part for its utility of design. But moving on from this small device, NASA and JPL eventually
established the vast Deep Space Network to overcome the problems of data transmission that
Ludwig’s work with Earth-orbiting satellites addressed. After the advent of global antenna
coverage through the DSN network of complexes, any spacecraft would always be within range
of a receiving antenna on Earth.
Next, the guide will also explain that the instruments and infrastructure historically used
to study outer space varied dramatically in size and location. The comparison between Ludwig’s
tape recorder, small enough to fit into the palm of a human hand, and the enormous scale of the
26 meter Pioneer Station antenna is striking. The guide will pass around a replica of Ludwig’s
tape recorder for visitors to hold.

As of March 2017 Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex was not open for public tours. Goldstone’s
website reads, “Security requirements have made tours of Goldstone more challenging and they will be limited in
the future.” See "Tours." Goldstone DSCC Outreach. NASA, n.d. Web. 03 May 2017.
<https://www.gdscc.nasa.gov/?page_id=35>.
152
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Interactive probe display
The guide will also explain how the scientists who designed space probe instruments like
Ludwig’s tape recorder were based at institutions across the United States. As discussed
previously, for example, the University of Iowa became an important center for charged particle
research beginning with the work of Ludwig and Van Allen. When space probes could
accommodate increasingly larger science payloads beginning in the 1960s and 1970s, more
instruments were included onboard. As a representative of the Pioneer Station site, the guide will
make the important point that the transmissions received at the Pioneer antenna were forwarded
to scientists across the country. To complement this point, an outdoor display featuring the
scientific instruments aboard Pioneer 10 is installed near the antenna. A full-scale replica of
Pioneer hangs under a simple canopy, which provides shade and protection from the elements.
Visitors interact with the display by pulling on cables that lower each instrument separately to
eye level for up-close examination. By displaying the probe’s instruments in this disassembled
fashion, the goal is for visitors to recognize that the instruments are more related to separate
human operators than to the single vehicle upon which they were transported to deep space.
By manipulating the display, visitors recognize that the space probe was not designed
unilaterally, and also that the scientific instrument payload had to be specially configured to fit
on the spacecraft and still meet a variety of needs. The design and assembly of the historic
Pioneer probes represent a far-reaching process of collaboration and compromise that involved
many moving parts. Through this interactive display, visitors can learn more about each
instrument by looking at it closely and hearing from the guide about what it was designed to do.
But more important, the hanging display offers a physical experience through which visitors can
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experiment with taking the probe apart and putting it back together. This kind of experience is
not granted by simply looking up at completely assembled replicas such as those on display at
the National Air and Space Museum.
In general, during part 1 of the experience the guide presents information in a lecture
format. The guide will be available to answer questions from visitors, and will also pose
questions to the group that are meant to encourage dialogue throughout the experience. Before
transitioning to the soundwalk, the guide invites visitors to imagine themselves in George
Ludwig’s position, or in the position of NASA engineers who set out into the Mojave Desert to
capture barely perceptible radio signals initially recorded in outer space on small devices like
Ludwig’s tape recorder. The guide asks visitors to consider the challenges of making sense of
these data, and to think about how changing the format and context in which the data are
presented could change how they are analyzed, or even what they mean.
Pairing Ludwig’s story with the imposing physical presence of the Pioneer Station
antenna, the guide sets up the next part of the interpretive experience, which becomes multisensory. Equipped with an awareness of who human innovators such as George Ludwig were,
what they wanted to know about the Solar System, and how they undertook gathering the
information that they needed, visitors are prepared for the second part of the experience, an
encounter with data recorded by robotic space probes.
PART 2: Sonified space probe data
The second part of the experience consists of a self-guided soundwalk, which could last
for up to one hour. The soundwalk consists of a series of five stations—four sound-based, and
one visual—where data recorded by historic space probes are expressed visually in the form of
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graphs, as well as in a sonified form. While on the soundwalk, visitors are encouraged to imagine
themselves in the position of a data analyst trying to make meaning of the radio transmissions
received from space probes. The soundwalk introduces visitors to raw data, underscoring the
need for human analysts to eventually intervene and make sense of what the data are expressing.
Sonification is an important method of presenting data in an alternative format that
allows for the emergence of recognizable patterns, and can be utilized in the design of auditory
displays at interpreted sites. As defined in The Sonification Handbook: “The goal of Auditory
Display is to enable a better understanding, or an appreciation, of changes and structures in the
data that underlie the display… Sonification is a core component of an auditory display: the
technique of rendering sound in response to data and interactions.”153 This proposal incorporates
auditory displays, called sound stations, that include sonification as a way of demonstrating how
data can have less or more meaning depending on the format in which the data are presented and
the context in which the analyst examines them.
As Stephen Pompea explains in Dimensions, the journal of the Association of ScienceTechnology Centers, “This process of ‘sonification,’ using nonspeech audio to convey
information, is not only useful scientifically but may have promising practical and aesthetic
applications. Not everyone absorbs information best visually or by using visualization tools.
Sometimes sound seems to be a better match for complex, patterned information.”154
Sonification is an effective means of introducing space probe data to visitors who otherwise
might be uninterested or feel unqualified to try interpreting the data. It is important to note that
these sounds were not recorded in outer space. Analysts linked sounds of their choosing to the
numerical data transmitted back to Earth by robotic probes in order to represent the data in a
153
154

Hermann, Thomas, Andy Hunt, and John G. Neuhoff. The Sonification Handbook. Berlin: Logos-Verl., 2011, 1.
Pompea, Stephen, “Science Sonatas: Listening to data.” Dimensions, July/August 2007, 13.
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different way. For example, a sonification focusing on pitch could assign higher pitches to higher
data values, and correspondingly low pitches to lower values. When played back, the listener can
“hear” the range of values in the data by listening to the range in pitch.
Thus, sonification imbues data with a recognizable system of meaning. Although these
sounds do not exist in outer space, and these representations of the data were not necessarily
used by the scientists who originally analyzed them, today the sonified data can have meaning
for anyone who listens for simple patterns in pitch, rhythm, or other audible parameters.
Confronted by seemingly unintelligible sounds and unfamiliar visuals throughout the soundwalk
experience, visitors are provoked to think about how raw data could ultimately be used by
scientists.
The soundwalk includes four stations with different sonifications of data recorded in
outer space by robotic probes, plus one station where a space probe imaging system is suggested
visually by two colored windows. The sound stations feature a simple sign with brief explanatory
text and associated graphics. Each station is equipped with a set of motion-activated speakers
that when approached by visitors play a sonification of the data that are described at each station.
The equipment setup is simple and only requires the playback of a small audio file on a loop at
each station. Each sound station is covered by a simple awning to shield the equipment from the
elements and provide shade for visitors in the Mojave Desert heat. While standing at each
station, visitors read about the data to understand where, when, and how they were recorded by
specialized instruments. Visitors listen to sonifications to get a sense of what this information
might mean to an expert analyst accustomed to looking for recognizable patterns and
relationships. Like a robotic space probe, visitors approach each destination along a prearranged
trajectory, and simply observe their surroundings along the way (theme: perspective).
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The stations comprising the soundwalk are laid out in a circuit, and all include audio
currently hosted online by the University of Iowa (see below for hyperlinks). Although the data
presented on the soundwalk were not recorded by the Pioneer spacecraft, these sonifications
were chosen for the context that they provide for understanding phenomena throughout the Solar
System, including the Jupiter system, which Pioneer 10 was the first spacecraft to visit.
Lightning on Earth is juxtaposed with lightning on Jupiter, and Earth’s magnetosphere is
compared to the distant signature of Jupiter’s enormous magnetosphere as Voyager 1 approached
the gas giant from millions of miles away. At the first sound station, the work of George Ludwig
is given expression in a sonified form to serve as a link between the human aspects of part 1 of
the experience and the data-driven soundwalk.
The sound stations that make up the soundwalk are presented in the following order, from most
readily understandable to least intelligible:
1. Explorer 1 in Earth orbit (magnetosphere)155: At the first station on the soundwalk, visitors
listen to recordings of the first data transmitted from outer space to Earth; these recordings were
made at small tracking stations distributed around the world before the DSN was established.
These sounds were then reduced to data points, graphed, and analyzed at the University of Iowa,
leading to the discovery of what have now been named the Van Allen radiation belts surrounding
Earth (see figures 21 and 22).
The text at the first sound station is displayed as follows: You are listening to sounds transmitted
to Earth by the Explorer 1 space probe in 1958. Picture a seven-foot-long eyedropper full of
scientific instruments and rocket fuel. These sounds are audible data that tell scientists about the
To listen to sounds transmitted by Explorer 1, visit
http://www.kaltura.com/index.php/extwidget/preview/partner_id/1004581/uiconf_id/32931991/entry_id/1_1ol5
pzfy/embed/auto
155
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Figure 21 George Ludwig with the Explorer 3 science payload (University of Iowa).

Figure 22 George Ludwig transcribes data returned by Explorer 3 (University of Iowa).
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distribution of charged particles above Earth’s atmosphere. These particles do not make sounds
on their own. What you are hearing is just one way to represent the data that this robotic probe
recorded. Until George Ludwig invented his onboard tape recorder, a network of receiving
stations around the world had to take turns monitoring the probe while it orbited Earth.
2. Voyager 1 approaching Jupiter (magnetosphere)156: At the second station on the
soundwalk, visitors will encounter more charged particle data, this time recorded at Jupiter. After
Pioneer 10 and 11 became the first spacecraft to visit Jupiter, Voyager 1 followed by recording
more data during its approach to the gas giant. Measurements were made by the probe’s plasma
wave instrument, also managed at the University of Iowa. These sounds represent data recorded
from a distance of over 14 million kilometers away from Jupiter, where the signature of the
planet’s formidable magnetosphere was already detectable by Voyager 1. As the University of
Iowa explains, “The energy that drives these waves ultimately comes from the collision of the
super-sonic solar wind with the planet's massive magnetosphere.”157 Through this sonification of
the data, visitors can begin to get a sense of how Jupiter’s magnetosphere is spatially distributed.
Ludwig and Van Allen had taken a similar approach in their characterization of Jupiter’s
radiation belts during Pioneer 10’s closest approach to the planet (see figure 23).
3. Injun 3 in Earth orbit (whistlers)158: At the third sound station, visitors listen to a distinctive
whistling signal that has been known to indicate the occurrence of lightning. NASA explains:

To listen to a sonification of data recorded within Jupiter’s magnetosphere, visit
http://www-pw.physics.uiowa.edu/space-audio/sounds/JupiterIonAcoustic/jovupiac.mp3
157 "Jupiter Upstream Ion Acoustic Waves." Jupiter Upstream Ion Acoustic Waves. University of Iowa Department
of Physics, n.d. Web. 07 Apr. 2017. <http://www-pw.physics.uiowa.edu/spaceaudio/sounds/JupiterIonAcoustic/JovianIonAcoustic.html>.
158 To listen to a sonification of data corresponding to Earth whistlers, visit
http://www-pw.physics.uiowa.edu/space-audio/sounds/EarthWhistlers/ewhist.mp3
156
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Figure 23 Spectrogram showing Jupiter ion acoustic wave data recorded by Voyager 1 (University of Iowa).

Figure 24 Spectrogram showing signature of Jovian whistlers recorded by Voyager 1 (University of Iowa).

Figure 25 Spectrogram showing signature of Earth whistlers recorded by Injun 3 (University of Iowa).
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“The higher frequency waves travel faster along the planet’s magnetic field than the lower
frequencies. So, a satellite detecting these signals some distance from the planet will first pick up
the high frequencies, then the low ones from an individual lightning stroke, thereby generating
the whistling tone.”159 This distinctive sound is especially effective at communicating the data
that it represents. The sounds at this station were recorded in Earth orbit in 1962 by the Injun 3
space probe managed at the University of Iowa.160 This sound station returns visitors to the
historical context of the work being done at the University of Iowa in the late 1950s and early
1960s by Van Allen, Ludwig, and others. Juxtaposing these sounds with those of the next sound
station provokes visitors to think about how even data recorded at incredibly disparate locations
can be organized according to similar principles. Lightning observed on Earth can be represented
in the same format as lightning observed on Jupiter (see figure 24).
4. Voyager 1 at Jupiter (whistlers)161: At the final sound station, visitors listen to the first
recorded evidence of lightning on a planet besides Earth. The plasma wave instrument aboard
Voyager 1 recorded whistlers at Jupiter in 1979. A comparison is made between the Jupiter
system and Earth, showing that even when scientists are looking as far away from Earth as
possible, discoveries are made in terms of what the scientists already understand about their own
planet (see figure 25).
Photopolarimeter filter window
The soundwalk also includes a visual component that encourages visitors to look out
across the Mojave Desert from the perspective of the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes’ imaging
"Sounds of Jupiter." NASA. NASA, n.d. Web. 09 Apr. 2017. <http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/galileo/sounds.cfm>.
"Earth Whistlers." Earth Whistlers. University of Iowa Department of Physics, n.d. Web. 07 Apr. 2017.
<http://www-pw.physics.uiowa.edu/space-audio/sounds/EarthWhistlers/EarthWhistlers.html>.
161 To listen to a sonification of data corresponding to Jovian whistlers, visit
http://www-pw.physics.uiowa.edu/space-audio/sounds/JupiterWhistlers/jwhist.mp3
159
160
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photopolarimeter. At the Pioneer imaging station between sound stations 2 and 3, two large
windows are meant to suggest what the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes could “see.” One of the
windows is blue, and the other is red; these suggest the red and blue filters through which
Pioneer’s imaging photopolarimeter captured exposures of its imaging target, building up strips
of pixels as the probe spun around its main axis (see figures 26 and 27). Just as the sonified data
make little sense out of context, the imaging data returned by the Pioneer probes do not on their
own comprise a picture that makes sense to human eyes. In fact, what the space probe “sees”
bears little resemblance to the calibrated images that are produced. The probe can only “see”
limited aspects of its target at any given time. Looking out at the evocative landscape of the
Mojave Desert through the limiting windows of the Pioneer imaging station, visitors should
consider how even a familiar scene can appear strange and somehow incomplete due to the
restrictions imposed on the view. The colored windows overlap slightly in the middle to suggest
how these color filters were eventually combined, along with a synthetic green-filtered image, to
produce a true color image using the PICS imaging system (see figure 28).
Visitors will recognize that scientific instruments aboard robotic space probes can
perceive what humans cannot, but that this information is useless without humans to make
meaning of what the probe records (theme: discovery). Visitors are invited to consider the
probe’s optical system as a set of robotic “eyes”—especially as a counterpoint to humans’
antenna “ears”—that necessarily see something different than what humans would see. The
soundwalk sends visitors along a circular route, arriving at the interpretation center at the end of
the path (for site plan, see figure 29).
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Figure 26 Concept study for Pioneer 10/11 imaging photopolarimeter window installation (base image via Wikimedia Commons).

Figure 27 Further concept for Pioneer 10/11 imaging photopolarimeter window (base image via Google).
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Figure 28 Analysts combined images captured through the blue and red filters of Pioneer's onboard imaging
photopolarimeter (left) with a synthetic green image produced on Earth (middle) to arrive at a true color image of
Jupiter (right) (NASA).
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Figure 29 Site plan of Pioneer Deep Space Station, showing existing structures and concept for soundwalk installation adjacent to site (base image via Google).
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PART 3: Data materialized and personified
Explorer 1 graphs
Part 3 of the interpretive experience builds on the historical context presented in part 1,
while adding context to the data encountered during part 2. The third part of the experience is
also self-guided, and takes place inside the newly-constructed interpretation center. At the
beginning of part 3, in the interpretation center visitors first encounter a freestanding wall that is
covered with large format reproductions of the graphs created and used by Van Allen and his
students during the Explorer 1 mission. After hearing sounds transmitted by Explorer 1 at the
first sound station on the soundwalk, visitors will see how the results that came from analyzing
these sounds were materialized by scientists into graphs (see figure 30). Close observation of the
handwriting and calculations made by scientists involved with these missions demonstrates the
human presence that emerges from listening to seemingly unintelligible radio frequencies.
Graphs might not seem like the most exciting content for an installation on their own, but their
incorporation here provides much needed evidence for an important discovery that has gone
relatively unnoticed by the public.
STEREO Spectro software
As a further transition from the soundwalk, computer stations within the interpretation
center with software developed at the University of California, Berkeley called STEREO Spectro
are available for visitors to experiment with creating their own sonifications. The software allows
visitors to apply their own settings to the sonification of solar wind data, experiencing firsthand
how the meaning of these data can be altered or enhanced according to the system within which
they are represented. By creating their own sonifications, visitors experience the process through
which data are assigned meaning.
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Figure 30 Graphs of charged particle data transmitted from Explorer 1 to the receiving station at Madrid (left) and
at Johnston Island (right) (University of Iowa Libraries).
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Handling magnetic tape
The third part of the experience also includes a presentation of magnetic tape as a historic
data format (theme: discovery). By seeing how data were handled by the scientists who made
groundbreaking discoveries, visitors can recognize how these data, which originated as radio
waves and bit sequences, needed to be handed off and manipulated to eventually make sense as
answers to the research questions that drove these historic missions forward. The questions asked
in the first place dictate what kind of information was sent back. These questions include the
pervasive, “is there life out there?” as well as speculation about Earth-like features at other
planets. Visitors will see, by handling replica tape reels at the interpretation center, how the
answers to questions about the Solar System have been physically embodied in magnetic tape. A
reel of the standard magnetic tape used throughout the Voyager program measured one foot in
diameter and weighed thirty-five pounds, and the program used an estimated $750,000 worth of
magnetic tape per year before a cost-saving recycling plan was implemented (see figure 31).162
Annabell Hudmon
After experiencing the magnetic tape firsthand, visitors listen to an interview conducted
in 2010 by the University of Iowa Libraries with Annabell Hudmon, a project manager who
worked with James Van Allen (see figure 32).163 Hudmon was responsible for leading the
student employees who worked on data reduction for the Explorer 4 mission, among others, and
her fascinating interview describes the data reduction process in detail, ranging from her
Gallentine, Jay. Ambassadors from Earth: Pioneering Explorations with Unmanned Spacecraft. Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2009, 422.
163 To listen to the full interview with Annabell Hudmon, visit
http://www.kaltura.com/index.php/extwidget/preview/partner_id/1004581/uiconf_id/30006232/entry_id/0_mm
w5rx9c/embed/legacy?&flashvars[akamaiHD]=%7B%22loadingPolicy%22%3A%22preInitialize%22%2C%22asyncIni
t%22%3A%22true%22%7D&flashvars[twoPhaseManifest]=true&flashvars[streamerType]=hdnetworkmanifest
162
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Figure 31 Typical magnetic tape reel used during the early Explorer program (University of Iowa).
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Figure 32 Annabell Hudmon consults magnetic tape reels in storage at the University of Iowa in the late 1950s
(University of Iowa).
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Figure 33 Map showing the distribution of Pioneer 10 principal investigators across the country (base image via
Google).

Figure 34 Detail map showing the distribution of Pioneer 10 principal investigators in southern California (base
image via Google).
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reflections on being involved in the historic project to the daily minutiae of reducing and
transcribing by hand some of the first data recorded in outer space. Through Hudmon’s words,
visitors will understand how data recorded in outer space were materialized on Earth in a
tangible, characteristically human manner.
Pioneer instrument map
At another installation inside the interpretation center, a large format map shows how the
principal investigators and institutions associated with the Pioneer 10 and 11 experiments were
distributed across the country. Each principal investigator’s institution is marked on the map (see
figures 33 and 34). The map emphasizes that the instruments aboard space probes should be
considered separately. This installation complements an idea introduced in part 1 of the
experience: the scientists associated with space probe instruments conduct their research
relatively independently. The map gives visitors a sense of how geographically distributed the
Pioneer missions were, beyond just the launch site of the probe itself and its mission objectives
in outer space. The interpretive experience ends after visitors have had a chance to interact with
the installations inside the interpretation center and to ask the guide any final questions.

…
In conclusion, the reinterpretation of Pioneer Deep Space Station outlined in this proposal
is designed to give visitors a new understanding of how and why historic space probes are
significant today. This reinterpretation moves beyond the limitations of an object-based
interpretation as discussed in chapter 3 and instead presents visitors with a narrative highlighting
the human participants in the history of robotic space exploration at NASA and the data that they
worked with. Furthermore, by anchoring this narrative at a physical site, Pioneer Deep Space
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Station, the proposed reinterpretation creates a meaningful sense of place. Locating the humans
and the data described above at a meaningful place gives further expression to their historical
significance, and helps to immerse visitors within the context that this network of historic
resources represents.
The interventions described above are minimally invasive to the site of Pioneer Deep
Space Station, and are designed to be implemented at a reasonable cost. Aside from the newly
constructed interpretation center, the interpretive methods proposed in this chapter require little
supporting infrastructure and instead depend largely on stories and data. With a relatively small
investment in this reinterpretation, NASA could make a powerful statement about the value of
robotic space exploration today. The reinterpretation described in this chapter is feasible, and
given its segmented format, can accommodate changes and additions. In the future, recording
more oral accounts like that of Annabell Hudmon could make a substantial contribution to the
interpretation of an essential part of NASA’s history. As more time passes, it only becomes more
urgent to record the stories of people who participated in all aspects of programs like Pioneer,
while there is still an opportunity to do so. Archivists at the University of Iowa Libraries have set
an impressive standard with their recent efforts to preserve and digitize their collection of
magnetic tapes from the Explorer missions, and further initiatives to save the historic records of
other programs is necessary, before these physical outputs of data are destroyed by neglect and
deterioration. NASA has a responsibility to continually advance its planetary science research,
and public presentations such as the reinterpretation of Pioneer Station proposed here can help
generate public interest and support for essential missions to other planets in the future. Funding
for federal agencies depends upon political agendas, and interpreting historic resources for the
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public can be an effective tool for garnering the support necessary to continue NASA’s vital
research programs.
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CONCLUSION
This project attempts to reframe a popular understanding of the history of NASA’s
robotic space exploration missions, from Explorer to Voyager. Moving beyond traditional
preservation tools such as designation and listing, which have been successfully applied to
historic resources associated with the “manned” Apollo program, this project relies on
interpretation as an effective tool for preserving the historical significance of robotic space
probes and of the Pioneer Deep Space Station site. Audiences can benefit from interpretive
interventions that do not depend on objects, and instead offer emotional connections and physical
engagement—through sound, for example—with the human presence embodied in historic
resources and at historic sites. By following this approach, preservationists can develop a
framework for interpreting other types of historic resources that are similarly inaccessible,
fragmented, or hard to understand and relate to.
Interpreting historic space probes for the public should be an urgent concern for
preservationists, because probes and the data that they return continue to be relevant today.
Currently, NASA’s Cassini probe is recording invaluable data at Saturn as it passes through the
gap between Saturn and the planet’s innermost ring. Scientists are using sounds to analyze these
data and to explain to the public what Cassini’s scientific instruments are observing. The New
York Times offers a vivid description of sonified data representing collisions of dust particles
with Cassini as it passed through Saturn’s ring plane on April 26: “The recording starts with the
patter of a summer squall. Later, a drifting tone like that of a not-quite-tuned-in radio station
rises and for a while drowns out the patter.”164 These data were recorded by Cassini’s radio and

Chang, Kenneth. "The ‘Sounds’ of Space as NASA’s Cassini Dives by Saturn." The New York Times, 3 May 2017.
Web. 4 May 2017. <https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/03/science/nasa-cassini-sound-recordingsaturn.html?_r=1>.
164
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plasma wave science (RPWS) instrument, managed at—not surprisingly—the University of
Iowa. As NASA explains, “When RPWS data are converted to an audio format, dust particles
hitting the instrument's antennas sound like pops and cracks, covering up the usual whistles and
squeaks of waves in the charged particle environment that the instrument is designed to detect.
The RPWS team expected to hear a lot of pops and cracks on crossing the ring plane inside the
gap, but instead, the whistles and squeaks came through surprisingly clearly.”165 Dr. William
Kurth, a research scientist at the University of Iowa, provided further commentary, “It was a bit
disorienting—we weren't hearing what we expected to hear… I've listened to our data from the
first dive several times and I can probably count on my hands the number of dust particle
impacts I hear.”166 Kurth noted that he and his team were expecting to hear sounds more
reminiscent of “driving through Iowa in a hailstorm,” which would indicate more frequent
particle collisions. Whether or not these sonified data remind listeners of a summer squall, or
pops, cracks, whistles, squeaks, or an Iowa hailstorm, it is important to recognize the value of
presenting the data in terms that the general public can relate to and make meaning from.
Now Cassini’s operators are preparing for the probe’s dramatic final plunge into Saturn’s
atmosphere in September 2017, at which point the probe will be intentionally destroyed to avoid
possibly contaminating the Saturn system. Nevertheless, Cassini’s significance can still be
preserved and interpreted for the public, in part through listening to the data that the probe
returned. These data will outlast Cassini and should be stewarded and disseminated as an
embodiment of the human curiosity that continues to drive NASA’s robotic space exploration
programs.

Nelson, Jon. "Cassini Finds 'The Big Empty' Close to Saturn." NASA, 1 May 2017. Web. 5 May 2017.
<https://www.nasa.gov/feature/cassini-finds-the-big-empty-close-to-saturn>.
166 Ibid.
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